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Mayer grows up
A new alburri and a new

sound show this rocker
is anything but a one-hit
wonder - SEE VARIETY, A9

)

>,

"I believe I'm doing what God wants me to do.
It cost me everythi~g to do this. It's just a walk of faith."

BOSTON GETS A
VISIT FROM A

Young man who
tackled Mario
Jenkins to be
· sentenced today

- MICAH ARMSTRONG, OUTDOOR PREACHER

OONINITE

Sentencing for the man who
tackled UCF police officer
Mario Jenkins moments before
Jenkins was shot is expected to
take place today at the Orange
County Courthouse.
Michael Young, 25, is facing a
maximum of five years in prison
and a $5,000 fine from charges
stemming from the incident. He
originally pleaded not guilty to a
third-degree felony charge of
battery on· law enforcement
officer and a first-degree misdemeanor charge ofresisting a law
enforcement officer without
violence.
Diaria Tennis, Young's attorney, expressed optimism at an
Oct. 3, 2006, press conference
that the sentence would be a
light one, possibly probation or
community serVice.
Jenkins was working under~
cover at a Sept. 24, 2005, football
game when he was shot by an
Orlando Police Departme~t
officer.

Highways were shut down and
bomb crews were called on
Wednesday when light boards
depicting a Mooninite from the
cartoon Aqua Teen Hunger Force
were found in several different
locations in Boston.

a
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Micah Annstrong (center with hat) and wife Elizabeth (left of center) pose With crowd. Annstrong travels to college campuses across the southeastern U.S. preaching his message.

YOU WANT TO BE LIKE MICAH?
.Preacher's message strikes students' nerves
BARTZINO
Staff Writer

,,
AROUND CAMPUS,A2

PROGRAM TO EXAMINE
LONG-DISTANCE
RELATIONSHIPS
,,
Many students struggle with having
long-distance relationships, but the ·
Counseling Center is offering up some
hope. The program will show ways to
get over the demands of having a
long-distance relationship.

LOCAL &STATE, Al

CRIST WANTS VOTING
MACHINE PAPER TRAIL,
ASKS FOR $32 MILLION
Gov. Charlie Crist said Thursday he
wants to spend about $32 million to
ensure that voting machines
throughout Florida leave apaper trail.
"What were talking about here is
Democracy and it is precious," Crist
told acrowd of several hundred people in Delray.Beach.

NATION &WORLD,A4

EXXON MOBIL POSTS
RECORD U.S. PROFITS
OF $39.5 BILLION
Oil giant Exxon Mobil Corp. on
Thursday posted the largest annual
profit by aU.S. company - $39.5
billion - even as earnings for the
last quarter of 2006 declined 4
percent.
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Micah J\rmstrong is no
stranger to controversy.
He's only made two preaching tours at UCF, but in that
brief time, he's been both chal"'
lenged by Christians and derided by atheists and become the
source of entertainment and
argument for many others who
flock to his spot on the freea5sembly lawn. Yet, like it or

not, Armstrong is on a mission,
and he's going to keep pushing
forward
He's pretty easy to spot on
campus: Suspenders, a leather
cap and a water jug have all
become his distinguishing features. Armed with a tattered
green Bible and a near-encyclopedic knowledge of its verses,
he knows how to draw a crowd
pretty quickly.
Freshman film major Jen
Campbell remembers the first

time she encountered Armstrong.
"I was walking. I had a skirt
on, and he said, ~1bat girl is a
whore!' I was kind of taken
aback and just turned around,
and he's pointing at me."
Armstrong says that while
he sometimes exaggerates, he's
just looking to engage students.
"I just preach the Bible and
interact. Ifyou preach, you have
to preach to the multitudes."
That strategy ce:i:tainly

seems fo have worked. He's
become a phenomenon at UCF
since his first visit in September
2006. Large groups seem to
materialize in seconds around
him. Fans have taken photos
with him. made homemade Tshirts asking, "what would
Brother Micah do?" and have
even built a fan club onthe popular college-networking site
Facebook
Campbell ·left Armstrong
after spending the day talking
and arguing with him. As she
PLEASESEE PREACHER ONA6

Black History Month
marches in with band
WENDASHA JENKINS

\

UPCOMING EVENTS

Contributing Writer

High-stepping with style, the African
American Student Union kicked off
Black History Month with the rhythmicpercussive beat of drums.
The AASU began their opening ceremonies with Jones High School Marching Band at the Student Union courtyard
Wednesday.
· Sounds of the bass drum and melodic grooves could be heard from as far
away as the library, while UCF students
gathered to watch the band play the latest tunes and showcase their finest
dance moves. The band entertained the
crowd with the best of old- and newschool music, somewhat reminiscent of
Florida A&M Uiliversity's Marching 10{).
"I liked it. I definitely liked it," said
Michael Eyo, a senior psychology major.
"It was a nice little change-up."
The atmosphere was spirited and the
crowd was hyped
"It was a nice experience:' said Dudlyne Delian, a senior nursing and psychology major.
''We wanted to expose [Jones High
School] students to an institution of
higher education:' AASU president
Kayla Lopes said, "and show them that it ·
is possible to go to college."
According to the Florida Department
of Education, Jones High School struggles with low FCAT scores and has a
PLEASESEE AASU
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Tonight, the African American Student
Union will host The Evolution of Dance.
The concert will feature the dancing of
the Kule Mele African Dance Ensemble of
Philadelphia and will showcase the
,
·traditional music and dance forms from
Brazil, the Caribbean and Africa, with an
influx ofmodern hip-hop and cha-cha.
On Monday, aguest speaker will discuss
the differences between AfricanAmerican and African-Caribbean in room
218 of the Student Union.
More events are scheduled for the month of
February.

Fonun evaluates·Crash, racial concents
JAIME JOSHI
Contributing Writer

Diredor Paul Haggis' 2004 Oscar-winning movie Crash was the focal point of a
. spirited forum about race relations in
America on Wednesday, Jan. 31. The
forum, which featured a multicultural
panel of student speakers, was a collabora.tive effort organized by Volunteer UCF and
the Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority.
''We showed Crash because we wanted
to go with something a little more recent,"
said Tamera George, Volunteer UCF's
director of arts and recreation. "Everyone
can relate to the cast, and the film has a uni-

versal appeal. We're letting UCF know that
people are out there and they're interested
It's good to know people care."
"I don't think a lot of this kind of stuff
goes on," said Alpha Kappa Alpha vice
president Ashley George. "It was important that this forum had many different
perspectives so more people could relate
to it. We saw a need for this and I think we
helped fulfill it."
Wmner of the 2006 Academy Award for
Best Motion Picture, Crash is a series of
interwoven stories that deal with varying
race relations in modem
day Los Angeles.
I
PLEASE SEEMOVIE ONA6

Sweet as

Che Fest·
~tasty

success
VASA King and
Queen get their
just desserts .
AMANDA PEAVY
Contributing Writer

What do you get when you
mix mung beans, red kidney
beans, butter beans, coconut
milk, salt, sugar and three kinds
of gelatin? For Kim Tran, UCF
sophomore, it's a first-place che
recipe.
The Vietnamese American
Student Association held the
Sweet as Che Festival Wednesday night, following the club's
meeting. The event took place in
the Barbara Ymg Center.
Che is a traditional Vietnamese dessert. There are many
varieties of che that can be made
with different fr.uit s aruf beans,
and it can be served hot or cold
The .most popular che is a threecolored bean drink served with
chilled ice and a coconut-milk
topping of beaten yellow mung
beans, red kidney beans and
green gelatin.
"If you translate che, it means
three colors, but I made mine
seven colors because they told
us to be creative," Tran said
The idea for the Sweet as Che
Festival belongs to this year's
Pho King Ricky Ly and Pho
Queen Krystle Nguyen. Pho is
the name of Vietnamese beef
noodle soup.
Ly and Nguyen were chosen ·
as king and-queen at VAS.N.s winter semi-formal. As a new tradition, the king and queen are
allowed to host a Vietnamese
food competition and choose
what the rules will be.
Charity Trang 1bach, a senior, said the Pho king and.queen
competition is just for fun.
Five people submitted their ,
che, but the competition was
open to anyone who wanted to
enter.
Ly, Nguyen, Thach and
Samantha Brown were the four

v
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Keep local with headlines
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Bargaining session cancelled
The collective bargaining
session between the UCF
Board of 'Ihlstees and the United Faculty of Florida that was
scheduled for Monday at 1:30
p.m. has been cancelled.
The next collective bargaining session will take place on
Feb. 12 from 1:30 p.m. to 5:30
p.m. in Millican Hall Room 243.
For more information, contact Sherry Andrews at 407-8231550.

Long-distance relationship help

The Counseling Center will
hold the next segment in its Self
Discovery KJ,rights series with a
program on long-distance relationships on Monday from 7
p.m. to 8:30 p.m. in an unspecified room in the Student Union. Many college students are
separated from those with
whom they share a relationship
or are considering entering into
a long-distance relationship
with, and this program will he.Ip
students deal with the unique
demands of such relationships.
The program will also
address how to make the choice
of entering into a long-distance
relationship.
For more information, contact Andrew Blair at 407-8232811.

· Career Expo and Internship Fair
Career Services and Experiential Learning will host their
Spring Career Expo and Internship Fair on Tuesday from 1
p.m. to 4 p.m. in the Arena
Students will get a chance to ·
meet employers recruiting students, recent graduates and
those approaching graduation
as well.
dress
is
Professional
required, meaning that men
must wear suits, dress shirts,
ties and socks. Women must
wear a suit and blouse.
Students are also encouraged to bring resumes with upto-date information.
For more information, contact Career Services & Experiential Learning at 407-823-2361.

CAB Cinema to host Bqrat showing
The Campus Activities
Board's Cinema committee will
hold a showing of the movie
Borat: Cultural Learnings of
America for Make Benefit Glorious Nation of Kazakhstan on
Wednesday from 6 p.m. to 8
p.m. in the Cape Florida Room
at the Student Union.
The movie featllres comedian Sacha Baron Cohen's character of a': Kazakh journalist
unfamilar with American customs.
There will also be free popcorn to those that come to the
showing.
For more information, contact Evi Christodoulou at 407823-6471~

.

Mood improvement workshop
. The Counseling ·center will
hold a workshop on how to
improve your mood on Thursday from 3:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.
in the Counseling Center,
Building 27.
...
There will be actlv1tles
aimed at improving your mood
as well as strategies on how to
feel happier and think more
positiveo/- ·
. ·
.
Students must sign up m
advance to participate.
For more information, contact Larry Marks at 407-823-

Crist to seek millions for voting
machines that leave paper trail
DELRAY BEACH - Gov.
Charlie Crist said Thursday he
wants to spend about $32 million to ensure that voting
machines throughout Florida
leave a paper trail.
"What we're talking about
here is Democracy and it is precious," Crist told a crowd of several hundred people in Delray
Beach.
"You should, when you go
vote, be able to have a record of
it. That's all we're proposing
today," Crist said.
.T he proposal will be part of
Crist's budget he presents to the
Legislature on Friday.
Fifteen of Florida's 67 counties use paperless touch-screen
voting machines. The remaining counties use optical scan
machines where a v:oter marks a
paper ballot with a pencil and it •
is electronically scanned
Critics of the paperless
machines say voters are disenfranchised because there is no
record for a manual recount
should questions arise about an •
election.
"We love our country; we ·
love our Democracy; we cher- •
ish our freedom, but the '
bedrock of that freedom is the
right to vote and the right to
have our votes count," said U.S~
Rep. Robert Wexler, D-Boca
Raton, who joined Crist on
stage. Crist said he hoped to
have paper trails for all voting
machines for the 2008 election.

Victirii Services
event focus~s on
cyber stalking
and self defense
RACHAEL LOPEZ-DIAZ
Contributing Writer

January is Stalker Awareness Month and Victim Services was in front of the Student Union on Tuesday to
inform students about the
dangers of stalking. The event
featured live radio broadcasts,
information packets and a
self-defense class that special-'
ized in dislocation.
Victim Servic;es is open 24
hours a day. Advocates with
Victim Services can help anyone in need of assistance by
phone or at the scene of a
crime. They inform victims of
their options and support
them in their efforts to overcome victimization.
UCF graduate
Katie
McDaniel, 24, is a Victim
Advocate. She was at the
event to help inform students
about what stalking is, how to
identify different stalking
behaviors and what they
should and should not do if
they are being stalked
"We made 200 shirts and
put together bags filled with
pens, highlighters, Frisbees
and information and suggestions
about
stalking,"
McDaniel sai<i about preparation for the event.
By the end of the day, the
group had handed out all the
bags and T-sh!rts.
.
"We were here to raise
awareness about stalking,"
said Yolle Dervil, 20, a UCF
student interning with Victim
Services. "I gave information
on what we do and the opportlinities and services we have
to assist students who are
looking for help."
According to Victim Services' Web . site, "Stalking
involves repeated, willful
and/or malicious acts by one
person toward another. These
acts may in~lude following,
contacting, observing or
harassing the targeted individual, putting them in fear."
Stalkers can be ·anyone from
strangers to acquaintances
and even ex-partners.
Dervil said that stalking is
prevalent on college campuses, and she said she was grateful to be making a difference
for an organization that ~elps
· students.
Also at the event was local
radio station 102 JAMZ, which
broadcast live from outside
the Student Union from 1 p.m.
to 2 p.m. There were also
games. where
students
answered questions related to
stalking. Winners received
gift cards from TooJay's,
Crispers, T.G.I Friday's and
Headliners Salon and Spa.

Judge refuses to delay trial of man
charged with killing 9-year-old

The information booth
wasn't all that Victim Services
provided to students. The
event also featured a selfdefense class and a cyberstalking presentation.
The self-defense class was
held in Key West rooms C and
D of the Student Union. UCF
Community Service Officer
No. 4 Stephen Nordlinger
conducted the class, teaching
students how to defend themselves in threatening situations.
Nordlinger taught the
Cambodian Hapkido form of
self-defense. It specializes in
defensive maneuvers to repel
all forms of attack, with tech~ niques designed for smaller
individuals to escape from
larger, more aggressive individuals.
"I have taught self-defense
classes here at UCF for three
years and found there are two
groups of people: the
unskilled people who tend to
make things worse, and the
people with some skills and
knowledge which can help a
situation," Nordlinger said
.
PHOTOS BY JAMES ANDRES I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
Nordlinger teaches a Top: Victim Services intern Jessica Fredison demonstrate~ some of the self-d~fense moves
women's self-defense class taught by UCF Community Servi~e Officer Stephe~ Nordhn~er. Abov~: Nordhnger
every Wednesday from 7 p.m. · demonstrates the strength of usmg finger-grapphng techniques against an attacker.
to 9 p.m. in room 205 of the
Teaching Academy. The class class and participated by would . be helpful_ to me,"
is free and is sponsored by the learning and demonstrating Daniel said
UCF Police Department and the , techniques taught by
UCF police and Victim
Victim Services.
Services Unit can be reached
Nordlinger.
UCF junior Erin Daniel
"I was interested in self- at 407-823-5555 or online at
attended the self~defense defense and thought that it http://victimservices.ucf.edu/

LOCAL WEATHER
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Saturday

High: 66°
SCATTERED T-STORMS Low: 48°

TODAY IN DETAIL

LET US KNOW
The Future wants to hear
from you! If you have a club,
organization or event and want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
column, send a fax to (407) 4474556 or
an e-mail to
editor@ucfnews.com. Deadlines are 5 p.m. Friday for the
Monday edition, 5 p.m. Monday
for the Wednesday edition, and
5 p.m. Wednesday for the Friday
edition.

....

Today

Today: Thundershowers early lead
into light afternoon showers. Winds
SCATTERED T-STORMS southwest at 10 to 20 mph.
Tonight: Showers continue, but
High: 89°. Low: 76° temperature stays mild. Winds westsouthwest at 5 to 10 mph.

/"M sunday
~·
LIGHT SHOWERS
$.1.
i

High: 51°
Low:47°

INVERNESS, Fla. -A judge
Thursday denied defense attorneys' attempts to delay the trial
of the man charged with kidnapping, raping and burying
alive a 9-year-old girl.
The trial of Jqhn Evander
Couey will begin Feb. 12 in
Miami, Circuit Judge Ric
Howard ruled
Attorneys for Couey argued
they needed more time to inter- '
view witnesses and research
nearly 2;000 pages presented by
the prosecution as evidC;!nce. •
The defense said it needed to
consult with its own experts
before questioning witnesses. ·
But Howard denied the
request for a trial continuance,
saying that the defense had
enough time to interview witnesses. _
Couey has pleaded not guilty
to charges of first-degree murder, sexual battery on a child,
kidnapping ap.d burglary.
Authorities found the girl's
body after Couey told them
where to look near her
Homosassa home in Central
Florida.

Admitted Mafia boss pleads guilty
to federal racketeering charges
'
FORT LAUDERDALE-An
aging heart patient admitted
·Thursday he was the South
Florida boss of the Genovese
crime family and pleaded guilty
to federal racketeering charges,
which could send him to prison
for the next 20 years.
Renaldi "Ray'' Ruggiero, 73,
admitted in a plea agreement
that he was a "capo" in the New
York-based Mafia family and
supervised a Florida crew that
committed numerous crimes
including extortion, robbery,
money laundering and possession of stolen property.
''I plead guilty, your honor,"
Ruggiero told U.S. District
Judge Jam~s Cohn at a hearing.
Sentencing was set for April
27 for Ruggiero, who could also
be fmed $25,000. Ruggiero
pleaded guilty to racketeering
conspiracy but did not agree to
cooperate with federal Mafia
investigators in his written deal.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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KnlghtShoppers.com
In association with UCF, do your
shopping with KnightShoppers.com
and get the best deals and discounts
, on hundredsofyourfavo11te brands.

Baldwin's Pub
841 Bennett Rd.,
Orlando, Fl 32803
( 407) 896-831 0
' Domestic & Imported Beers & Wine
Carom Billiards ·• Pocket Billiards • Darts
Live Ent ertainment Fridays & Saturdays
Open Mic Blues Jam Every Wednesday
.
Big Screen TV for Sports
Show College ID for Special Prices!
~
www.baldwins ub.com

.
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Here's a NEW

'1Vay to build
your o'1Vn ,
gourmet meal.

11841 Jefferson Commons Circle, Orlando, FL 32826

You may think life is
complicated enough already,
but we promise you'll like
the new choices we've added
to our Pick a Pair selection.
l\Jow, you can pair up even
more of our delicious
menu items.

Build your
rsonal meal from
ny
0 o t e following ••.
Cup of any soup selection
Half of any Classic sandwich
Garden or small Caesar salad
Half loaded potato
• Half of any flatbread
And you can include our chowders
and gumbos in place of soup
·
for a slight additional charge.

MORE
great
choices

...
T

Pick a Pair.~. it's
gourmet your way!

... --------------Enjoy our new
Pick a Pair TM
Squared
combination
-and SAVE $2.

W1 TER
ph (407) 673-4100

------

. ... \ G.~~'~f~~~

MON.-SAT. ·I 0:30 AM - 9 PM
SUN. I I AM - 8 PM

ph (407) 482-4727

)

now with

436 & .UNIVERSITY
391 SOUTH SEMORAN BLVD.

WATERFORD LAKES
557 N.ALAFAYA TRAIL
ORLAND

..

SQUARED

_.p

----

...

~

ONE OFFER PER COUPON . ONE COUPON PER VISIT. EXPIRES 3-7-07.

r - - - - .- - - - - - - - - - .

MON-THU. 10:30AM - 9 PM
FRI. SAT. 10:30AM - JO PM SUN. 11 AM - 8 PM

H

REGAL 20
WATt:RfOkO THEAT RES

i

N

~~

rm

. ... \ G.~~'~f~~~

.

one of our cool,
delicious Smoothies, FREE!

..."'

"

0

::z

::> .

06

.

~

Purchase any menu item
over $4.99 and receive

ALA FAYA

SEMORAN BLVD.

ONE OFFER PER COCJPON.
ONE COUPON PER VISIT. EXPIRES 3-7-07.

To see all our menu selections,
click on www.crispers.com.

L----------~----

.... - - - - - - - - - - - - -

THE BIBBEST COMIC BODI, SCI-It
FANTASY, ANIME, BAMINB &MUlTlMElllA El/ENT /N-THESOUTIEJISTI
&olden, Silver Age 6-- NCMI Comics
Hundreds of 0-aming Tracks
Movie e...·Screening Rooms ·
c,J"n1inuous-Shovving Anime Rooms
r oys 6-- Ae1ion Figures
MEDIA GUESTS ·
MARY MCDONNELL· JAMIE BAMBER· KEVIN SORBO
EFREN RAMIREZ· NOEL NEILL· MARGOT KIDDER
VOLTAIRE· VIRGINIA HEY· DAVID HEDISON ·LOU FERRIGNO
JUNE LOCKHART· BOB MAY· MARK GODDARD
GIGI EDGLEY· DAVID FRANt<LiN-· WAYNE PYGRAM
BRIAN DOWNEY· XENIA SEEBERG ·MICHAEL McMANUS
VIC MIGNOGNA· LEX LANG· SANDY FOX· VIRGIL
\

'GUEST COMICS ARTISTS
· Adam Kubert, Phil Noto, JG Jones, Steve McNiven
David Finch, Darwyn Cooke, George Perez, Stan Sakai
.
Greg Horn, Jimmy Cheunq, Adam Hughes
Ethan Van Seiver, Jimmy Palm1otti, Amanda Conner

CHECK OUR WEBSITE FOR LOTS MORE SPECIAL GUESTSI
"Sam" from

..
'
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Keep current with headlines you may have missed

What's in the news at
colleges around the country
Poli~e won't pursue own charges
in attack of Palestinian students

GREENSBORO, N.C. Police have decided not to pursue their own charges in a
racially charged fight between
several football players at a U.S.
college and three Palestinian
students.
A magistrate judge has
charged six Guilford College
players with misdemeanor
assault and five of them with
ethnic intimidation based on
complaints the Palestinian students filed ruter the campus
fight early Jan. 20. Greensboro
police, who were not called to
the scene, were not involved in
those charges.
''We determined- that all of
the charges that need to be
taken out in this case were
already taken out at the magistrate's
office,"
police
spokesman Lt. Brian James said
Wednesday, according to the
· News & Record of Greensboro.
"We didn't obtain any further
evidence that would allow us to
pursue additional ·charges,
which is what we were investi-

gating."

Prosecutors said they would
likely wait for a college investigation to play out before deciding how to proceed.
The accusers - Guilford
College students Faris Khader
and Osama Sabbah, and Omar
Awartani, a student at North
Carolina . State University in
Raleigh - said they were called
"terrorists" and other racial
slurs as they were beaten by
several members of the school's
football team, according to
court documents.

DA identifies type of weaJ>On used
to kill Penn1 professor's wife
. KING OF PRUSSIA, Pa. -A crowbar and shovel were missing'from the.garage at the home
of an Ivy League professor
charged with bludgeoning his
wife to death, according to
court testimony Thursday.
The crowbar would have ,
inflicted wounds consistent
With the ones suffered by Ellen
Robb, 49, authorities said at a
preliminary hearing for her
estranged husband.
Rafael Robb, 56, a tenured
economics professor at the
· University of Pennsylvania, is
charged with beating his wife to
death in late December as she
wrapped Christmas presents in
the house they shared in an
upscale Philadelphia suburb.
Investigators said Robb staged a
burglary at the scene to throw
off investigators.
A brother of murder victim
Ellen Robb testified Thursday
that he searched the Robbs'
Upper Merion Township home
after the slaying and realized a
crowbar and shovel were missing from the garage.
Art Gregoiy, of Haddonfield,
N.J., said he knew the contents
of the garage because he had
helped his sister organize it several times.
·
. Montgomery County District Attorney Bruce Castor displayed in court a crowbar similar to the one Gregory said was
missing. According to a coroner's report, the item was consistent with one that could have
caused Ellen Robb's wounds.

Penn student accused of firing at
neighboring Drexel student's Cloor
PHILADELPHIA - An Ivy
League law student fired a gun
15 times inti:> his neighbor's
apart~ent door Wednesday,
shootmg the lock off the door,
police said.
No one was injured in the
shooting in the University City
neighborhood of Philadelphia,
near the campuses of the University of Pennsylvania and
Drexel University. The secondyear law student attends Penn;
the victim attends Drexel
police said.
'
Police Lt. John Walker said
the Penn student apparently
thought the Drexel student
might be a spy and wanted to
confront him.
"The offender approached
the first floor room, attempted
to knock on the door to speak to
the male inside. As the male
would not answer the door, he
fired 15 sh?ts through the door,"
Walker said.
Police arrested the law student, but did not immediately
release his name.
The Drexel student was terrified and visibly shaken when
. police arrived, Walker said.
I
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Aworker delivers fuel to an Exxon station in Keller, Texas, Saturday. Exxon Mobil Corp. on
Thursday, Feb. 1, 2007, posted the largest annual profit by a U.S. company, $39.5 billion.

Exxon Mobil posts record U.S.
annual profit of $39.5 billion

The report being released
Friday from the IntergovernNEW YORK - Oil giant mental Panel on Climate
Exxon Mobil Corp. on Thurs- Change - a group of hunday posted the largest annual dreds of scientists and representatives of 113 governments
profit by a U.S. company $39.5 billion - even as earn- - unanimously portrays the
ings for the last quarter of science of global waniµng as
an existing and worsening
2006 declined 4 percent.
The 2006 profit topped the threat, officials told The Asso·
previous record of $36.13 bil- ciated Press.
"There's no question that
lion which Exxon set in 2005.
Revenue at the world's 'the powerful language is intilargest publidy traded oil mately linked to the more
company rose to $377.64 bil- powerful science," said study lion for the year, surpassing co-author Andrew Weaver of
the record $370.68 billion that the University of Victoria.
Weaver said it is all based on
Exxon posted in 2005.
Exxon Mobil's record science that is rock-solid,
annual earnings followed a peer-reviewed, conservative
year of extraordinarily high and consensus: "It's very conenergy prices as crude oil servative. Scientists by their
topped $78 a barrel in the nature are skeptics."
The scientists wrote the
summer - driving up average gasoline prices in the report, based on years of
United State5 to more than $3 peer-reviewed research; gova gallon. Prices retreated later ernment officials edited it so
in the year.
that it would · receive the
The fourth-quarter decline required unanimo~ approval
reflects lower profits from by world governments.
Exxon's refming and marketing segment and a sharp Federal jury in Chica9.o acquits 2
dropoff in natural gas prices.
men of Hamas reau1tment
Profit for the fourth quarCHICAGO - Two men
ter of 2006 declined to $10.25 accused of furnishing money
billion from $10.71 billion and fresh recruits to the miliExxon earned in the 2005 tant Palestinian group Hamas
quarter - a record quarterly were acquitted by a federal
profit for any U.S. public com- jury Thursday of racketeering
pany.
but convicted on lesser
charges.
Suicide attackers strike market
Defense attorneys imme- ·
in Shiite city of Hillah
diately declared victory in the
BAGHDAD, Iraq - Two three-month trial , that the
suicide bombers blew them- gove~ent had des~rl:bed as
selves up Thursday in a a maJor component m its war
crowded outdoor market in a on terrorism.
Shiite city south of Baghdad,
"This is a great day for jtlSkilling 45 people and wound- tice," said defense attorney•
ing 150, police said, the latest Michael E. Deutsch, who repin a series of insurgent attacks resented former . grocer ·
against the majority sect dur- Muhammad Salah.
ing the Islamic holy month of
Salah, 53, and Abdelhaleem
Ashqar, 48, a one-time assisMuharram. ·
The attackers strolled into • tant business professor at
the Maktabat outdoor market Howard University in Washin the center of Hillah about 6 ington, had been accused of
p.m. as shoppers were buying laundering money for Hamas
foo? .for !heir evening meals. terrorists fighting to topple
Police said they thought one the Israeli government.
of the men appeared suspiDefense attorneys porcious and stopped Jilin.
trayed the men as freedom
_The bomber detonated his fighters, comparing them to
explosives, then the second Nelson Mandela, Malcolm X
attacker, who was walking and the Rev. Martin Luther
behind the first, set off his, King Jr.
police added.
Salah was· convicted of
The attack killed 4~ people ?bstruction of justice for givand wounded 150, said Capt. mg false answers to questions
Muthanna Khaled, a police he was asked in a civil lawsuit.
spokesman in the southern Ashqar was convicted of
p~ovin~e of Ba?il, of which
criminal contempt and
Hi11ah lS the capital. obstruction of justice for
Hillah, about 60 miles refusing to testify before a
south of Baghdad, was the federal grand jury when he
scene o.f one of the deadlie~t . had ~en given immunity for
a~acks m the war, when a swanything he might say.
cide car bomber killed 125
The jury delivered the verdiet amid heavy security in
people on Feb. 28, 2005.
The blast capped a day in the courtroom after deliberatwhich at least 17 other people ing for 14 days.
were killed in bombings and
mortar attacks against Shiite Putin says Russia unfairly
and Sunni targets in Baghdad criticized, has robust economy
MOSCOW - President
as U.S. and Iraqi forces prepare for a security sweep to Vladimir Putin said Thursday
pacify the capital.
that Russia faces w'lfair criticism and needless military
Man-made global warming real, thre::its from the West, lashing .
out m an annual news conferworsening, says scientist panel
PARIS - A long-awaited ence at U.S. plans to deploy
report says global warming is missile defenses in Eastern
"very likely'' man-made, the Europe and rejecting grummost powerful language ever bling that he is using Russia's
used on the issue by the gas and oil exports as political
world's leading climate scien- weapons.
Put~ fielded questions
tists, delegates who have seen
the report said Thursday.
from reporters for more than
. And it says the disturbing 3 1/2 hours, but left some key
signs are already visible in ris- questions unanswered: whom
ing seas, killer heat waves, he wants to succeed him next
worsening droughts and year, and whom he believes is
stronger hurricanes. .
behind the recent shocking
There was another signal, slayings of Kremlin critics.
too: The City of Light
After seven years in power,
dimmed .t he lights. ·
Putin described Russia as
Slowly, starting first with economically robust but
the iconic Eiffel Tower and plagued by an income divide,
then spreading to the hotel uneasy about the intentions
where many scientists were of the Uruted States, and insisstaying, Paris quieted and tent on its o\vn reliability as a
dimmed ever so slightly, even major energy supplier to
as those still f me-tuning the Europe.
)
document burned the midnight oil.
- ASSOCIATED PR~

"Applied Learning"
We could tell you all about our graduate business programs,
but we prefer to let our students do the talking.
"I have had the opportunity to pursue an MBA while being involv~d with Delta Sigma Pi,
ROTC, the Leadership Coaching Program, and NSHMBA. While in ROTC, I was granted a
summer internship at the Pentagon. As a member of Delta Sigma Pi, I was one of eight
brot~ers selected to represent their uoiversities at LeaderShape, a national leadership
sernmar. My Leadership Coacti and I di~cussed career goals,
tips for interviewing for executive-level positions, and
other important considerations. I believe the University
ofTampa provides valuable applied learning methods·
to supplement classroom instruction. "
Dennis G. Vera, MBA '06
Management Concentration
Account Manager, Capital One Auto Finance ·

MBA/MS Business Programs

Info Session . . ·
Thurs., Feb 8, 5:30 - 7p.m.
Vaughn Center Board Room 9th Floor

Graduate Business Programs
• MBk Part-time, Full-time and Saturday
• MS in Accounting
• MS in Finance
• MS in Innovation Management
• MS in Marketing
• Accredited by AACSB International
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AS

· Coffee talk gets global and explores cultural issues
TYLER GILLESPIE

tea hour," Schatz said. '~s a
group, we decided that coffee
is a little more American."
An inviting aroma of freshCoffee is the third mostly brewed coffee filled the Bar- consumed non-alcoholic bevbara Ymg Center on Tuesday erage hi America, behind soda
as the International Services and water. The National CofCenter hosted its first Global fee Association of U.S.A.
Coffee Hour of the semester.
reports that over 166 million
The casual get-together people in the U.S. consumed
usually occurs two times a coffee in the last year, of which
month and was established 108 million were daily
last spring. ISC organized the drinkers.
occasion in hopes that it would
Studies have shown that the
become a positive social gath- beverage is high in antioxiering where international stu- dants and that its consumpdents could freely converse tion, in moderate amounts,
with those of the general UCF may result in such health bencommunity.
efits as a lowered risk for dia"UCF has a large popula- betes and Alzheimer's disease.
tion of international students,''
"I think people like the rich
said Paul Schatz, cultural pro- taste and stimulating effects of
grammer for ISC. ''We decided coffee,'' said on-campus Starthat this would be a good and bucks barista, Lindsay HerroIL
interesting way for students to "It wakes you up and keeps
get together and share ideas."
you going."
The fall 2006 enrollment at
An assorted group of stuUCF for full-time, non-resi- · dents and faculty members ate
dential alien undergraduate cookies and sipped coffee with
and graduate students was 227 individuals who were born in
and 460, respectively.
such distant locations as
"We looked at other pro- Kenya and India.
grams and some schools have
The informal "coffee-chat"
Contributing Writer

)

>

>

>

>

J>

environment is designed to vador said
encourage conversations that
The diversity of the group
are geared to promote a sense members mirrored that of the
of community and help stu- topics discussed. Discourses
dents gain a better under- ranged from bad drivers in
standing of global and cultural Orlando to the prospect of a
nuclear war.
issues.
An icebreaker was posed to
"It was one of the most
the foreign participants asking refreshing events that I have
them to compare American been a part of lately,'' said
universities to international Stephanie Rash, 19, a political
science major. "I loved that the
institutions. ·
"The classroom atmos- group was able to intellectually
phere is more relaxed in the share different perspectives."
states,'' said graduate student
Participants shared differing
Bombie Salvador, who had · ideas on touchy global topics,
previously studied in the but no view was belittled or
Philippines and Australia. rejected.
.
"Students here are more
"It was really nice, and I liked
inclined to question their pro- it,'' said Cassandra Weiner, 21,
fessors and challenge their an anthropology major. "I was
authority, but the academics surprised that such volatile
issues could be talked about in a
are great." '
About 15 people attended non-confrontational manner."
the event and Schatz said that
This same level of respect
while there is usually a good was maintained when talk
turnout, the number of stu- turned to an issue closer to
home, campus politics. The
dents tends to fluctuate.
"I have been when there
were larger groups, but everyone who attends is unique.
The openness and ease of talking is always present," Sal-

NICOLE STANCE LI CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE

Students and guests from around the world gather for conversations in the Barbara Ying Center.

majority decided that the student body needs to fmd ways to
change things they do not like,
but in an appropriate manner.
"We all need to come together, a lot of people need to stop
whining and get something
done,'' Rash said.
The coffee flowed and the

discussions lasted about 40
minutes longer than planned some still lingered to continue
the conversatioIL
"It was good coffee and even
better company," Weiner said.
"I'm defmitely coming back."
The next Global Coffee Hour
will be held on Tuesday, Feb. 13

.)

, VASA awards che champion
FROM

Al

judges for the Sweet as Che Festival. They sat at a table and
sampled each submitted che
> from a plastic cup. Each judge
had a sheet of paper on which
they recorded their scores for
the five submissions.
The categories they focused
on were creativity, presentation
and taste. A total of 20 points
could be awarded overall, and
1 the person With the highest
score from all the categories
was deemed the che champioIL
:11 ·
Kim Tran's prize for winning was a huge pink helium
Care Bear ballooIL The second-place prize of a "congrats"
.:. balloon went to the team of
Kelvin Tsoi and Uyen Diep. Ly
described their che as 'tfruity
,.,. and coconuty."

".
t •

j.

'

f

"I was tom between the two,
so it was sort of hard to choose
a winner,'' Brown said
Helen Tran took home the
third-place prize of a flashlight.
Kim Tran was in the kitchen
when the decision was
announced
She said that she thought
Helen Tran won the competition until she heard the judges
continue with the rankings.
Helen Tran made ·her che
with bananas; it received the
best score for taste but was not
the best overall
"It was a tough call because
they all kind of taste the same.
They have the same base with
coconut. The winner's che was
coIOrful and tasted good,''
Thach said
Brown added, 'M were very
good choices. Everyone did a

good job. I liked the really sweet
ones."
VASA has about 50 active
members, most of them UCF
students. Thach said the club
was started in 1982 and is the
oldest Asiall club on campus.
The festival was held immediately following the regular
meeting of VASA. During the
meeting, upcoming events such
as.the Lunar New Year Show
were discussed The show will
take place March 18 in the Pegasus Ballroom. Tran said they
are expecting about 800 students to attend
Ly said, "The Lunar New
Year Show is an outreach to
UCF. We don't want to preach
to the choir."
The next meeting of VASA
will be Feb. 14 in the Barbara
YmgCenter.

UCF"SmartCard
Accepted Here
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*VALID WITH COUPON
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Movie spurs race debate

Bonsai trees take a break from the cold weather
_:~

FROM

One of the stories that garnered
the biggest reaction from the
crowd involved the perception
of Arab-Americans in U.S. society. In this vignette, a gunstore
owner, played by Jack McGee,
called an Arab-American customer, played by Shaun Toub,
"Osama,'' sparking a heated verbal altercation. This scene led
to the discussion of whether or
not Americans living in a postSept.11 world fear those ofArab
heritage.
"Most racial misconceptions
stem from fear," said panelist
and organizational and interper~onal
communication
major, Amanda Stephen.
"Osama became this image and
we relate anyone who looks like
him· to 9/ll, and that instills
fear."
Stephen compared the misconception to misconceptions
made about African-American
males.
"It goes back to slavery times
when there was this image of
the black man attacking the
white woman," she said "It's no
longer a prevalent fear, but it
hasn't changed in hundreds of
years."
"Sept. 11 only happened six
years ago. It's going to take time
for things to change," Stephen
said
Panelist Faraaz Merchant
agreed with Stephen about the
events of Sept. ll being a raw
memory in the minds of Americans.
"I found this to be a particularly important scene," he said.
"Something similar happened
to my mom shortly after 9/ll

SHANNA FORTIER I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The UCF Arboretum moved their collection of Bonsai trees inside earlier this week because of the cold snap. Citrus growers in Central
Florida were worried about a predicted frost Tuesday morning. .

Preacher welcomes hecklers
FROM

Al

left, she decided that she 'w ould
change her appearance and
return the next day.
"So I went, and I bought a
nun outfit, and I went out there
with signs that said 'no longer a
whore' and 'only God can judge
me' and all those things. And I
listened to everything, and I
argued and did a lot of debating
with him."
Armstrong is an open-air
preacher. He travels across the
southeastern United Stat.e s
with his wife Elizabeth to college campuses, spreading a
brand of Christianity that
angers some and sqikes a nerve
with many. But he wasn't
always a preacher.
In college, Armstrong was a
competitive power lifter and
held two records. He graduated
with a degree in exercise physiolog)I and had originally considered becoming a strength
coach. But even in college, he
had a strong interest in the
teachings of the Bible.
"I always felt called to
preach," he said
He became a teacher in
Miami, where he has lived for
the past 30 years. He taught
Sunday school and preached in
prisons and occasionally at his
church. It wasn't until 1995 that
he began to consider outdoor
preaching.
"God started dealing with
me in person,'~ he said ''Every
single night I saw God calling to
me."
But he wasn't sure what to
do, so he waited In 2003, he
read a book by evangelist Jed
Smock and took it as a confirmation that he ought to start
preaching outdoors full time.
He arranged to meet with
Smock at the University of
South Florida, and they have
preached together several
times since, including during

Al

, his most recent visit to UCF last also managed to have some
week.
good conversations. •
Shortly after his first meet"Not everybody out there is
ing with Smock, Armstrong a mocking heckler."
and his wife Elizabeth decided
He often stays around after
to go full-time. They sold their the crowds disperse to talk with
house and moved into a trailer students one-on-one, someso they could travel and haven't ' ' times for an hour or more.
looked back. He says they have Rather than an angry preacher
to deal with a lot of harassment tempered by fire and brimwherever they go, but he does- stone, though, they find a
n't let it get him down.
patient teacher willing to
''We like hecklers," he said explain his point of view.
"They may not be sincere, but
"My goal is not to go out
sometimes they ask a good there and hear the sinners pray
question. I don't ever let a heck- the sinners' prayer,'' he said "I
ler steal my crowd"
want to get people thinking
While most students like about their salvation. People
Campbell choose to argue or talk about you after you leave.
debate Armstrong, some have Certainly, I've been able to
reacted in other, more aggres- make an impact here:'
And there are some stusive ways. In one case, a student
tried to steal Armstrong's cap. dents, like freshman John
In another, a student took his Moran, who agree.
clothes off in front of Arm"The truth of what he was
strong, lay on the ground, and doing never occurred in the
made obscene gestures. A midst of the screaming and
video documenting the inci- yelling,'' lie said, via e-mail. "It
dent is currently available on occurred afterwards or on the
You Tube.
side where his awesome wife
Rogue students looking for a could always be found talking
cheap laugh aren't the only peo- to people about God and about
ple he's had to deal with. His truth. I thank God for people
style of preaching has drawn like him who tell people exactly
harsh criticism from both reli- what they need to hear."
gious and non-religious people
Micah said that the majority
alike.
of students are against him, but
"Micah more or less said there are students who come to
that if you do not know that him for help.
you're a sinner, God can't hold
Campbell doesn't necessariyou accountable," said Geoff . ly support Armstrong's methBallard in an e-mail. Ballard, a ods, but she says she can see
junior humanities major, identi- where he's coming from:
fies himself as a Deist from a
"Thoughhemayseemcrazy,
Christian background "Micah's and he may be looking at reliapproach, however, is com- gion through his own eyes and
pletely wrong. Jesus' message not exactly those of what a lot
was not one of condemnation,'' of Christians see to be the real
he said
Christian way, he's out there to
"His views of Christianity make a difference, and that's
are extremely skewed, and I'm admirable."
pretty sure most of the students
"I believe I'm doing what
here understand that," said God wants me to do," ArmRichard Lake, junior informa- strong said "It cost me everytion technology major.
thing to do this. It's just a walk
But, Armstrong says, he's of faith."

"Most racial
misconceptions
stem from fear.
Osama became
this image and
we relate anyone
who looks like
him to 9/11."
- AMANDA STEPHEN
FORUM PANELIST

and she's Indian. She's not Arabic and she's not from any Arabic nation. We need to pay special attention to this newer
form of racism."
Another scene that spurred
animated debate tackled the
misconceptions of the black
male. Upon seeing two young
black males played by Chris
'Ludacris' Bridges and Larenz
Tate, white woman Jean Cabot,
played by Sandra Bullock,
clutched her purse tighter and
moved closer to her husband,
played by Brendan · Fraser.
Insulted by the insinuation of
violence and implicit racism,
the two young men drew their
guns on· Bullock and Fraser's
characters and carjacked them.
Some members of the audience saw Bullock's reaction as
common sense rather than a
racist misconception, while
others disagreed
"I enjoyed Crash. I was one
ofthe first ones hoping it would
win the Oscar," said Dr. Kurt

Young, .a ssistant professor of
the African-American Studies
department, who spoke at the
event but didn't serve as a panelist. "But, I think that scene did
a disservice to the complexity
of the,issue. These stereotypes
predate the proof that black
men are predators. Those perceptions are grounded in the
slave society perceptions of . •
black folk being savage and
being inferior."
"Looking around this room,
I'm seeing brothers and sisters
that look harder than these cats
in the movie," Young said
amidst laughter from the audi- •
ence. "But, I'm not going to
make that perception."
Young also spoke about the
grave consequences of racial •
misconceptions, citing historical examples. such as the 1921
Greenwood race riots as well as
more recent ones such as false
reports of the Nation of Islam's
involvement in the Oklahoma
,
City bombing.
"Stereotypes have powerful
implications," he said. "They
reflect the level of powerless~
ness in the black community."
Young cited an incident at
Stetson University in which
members ·of the school's predominantly white softball team 4
dressed up in blackface, masquerading as members of the
school's predominantly black •
basketball team.
"Something has to happen
internally and societally. Don't
wait for this to happen at UCF,"
he said ''We can resolve these
issues by having forums like
this. By conversing, by organizing, by educating. This is how
to make a difference."
·

AASU events set for February
Al

area," said Jerome Chestnut, a
sophomore business major. ''I'm
graduation rate of 47 percent - · happy to see the students doing
well below the state's average of something productive and not
72 percent The Orange County getting into trouble."
School Board gave the high
"Jones High School is having
school an F for both the 2005 issues with their academics and
and 2006 school years.
we wanted to show them some"Jones is in a really rough thing that could maybe motiFROM

vate them to do better," Lopes
said
Lopes thinks the event· not
only enlightens the UCF communitY. about the entertainment
African-Americans enjoy, but it
also shows how blacks have
taken a form of music and art
and made it their own.
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Even Tigers'
coach sees
potential of
UCFsports

Memphis 87 I UCF 65

CHRIS HOYLER
Senior Staff Writer

Ifyou were one of the 4,805 at the UCF
Arena on Wednesday evening, you probably already know this.
For those of you who don't, you are
probably walking around campus with
your eyes closed Luckily, a first-time visitor from Wednesday saw what you are
missing and can happily describe it
"Let me just make some general comments," Memphis coach John Calipari
said during his post-game press conference Wednesday. ''I can not believe that
(new basketball) facility, those dorms,
that street, that football facility. I 'don't
understand. I would say that if this area,
this city, doesn't grasp this program, these
programs, I just don't get it.'1
PLEASE SEE

KNIGHTS ON AS

BEN EDELSTEIN I CENTRAL FLORIDAFUTURE
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Golden Knights get walked on
by Memphis in 87-65 blowout
<)

v~:~tba// notebook

CHRIS HOYLER

BEN EDELSTEIN I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Junior Sinan Sudas strikes a ball against BethuneCookman on Saturday. In Wednesday's loss to Florida,
Sudas fell to No. 60 Nestor Briceno 6-3, 6-4.

Senior Staff Writer

As expeaed, th ance benchmarlc
Memphis forward Joey Dorsey
Knights
and n e UCF Arena Was pack
took the pass on the right block,
of
see the
used his 6-foot-9, 260-pound
, a~.31,2004,againstth Ti epreviousmarkwa
egame,at/east
frame to back UCF center Kenrick
something else in com
e roy Trojans. These sset three years to the
Zondervan into the paint, and finto the ngers 87-65 Th mon:the Golden Knights Itwo games share
ished with a smooth right-hand
UCF has recorrJ'oo? Were defeated by the Troo:t both ofthem. They lost
layup to give Memphis a 2-0 lead.
season.
Ve ofthe top-JS
. ~ans, 76-64.
From there, it only got worse
crowds mProgram history th.
forUCE
Kn•rghts'shootin
IS
Dorsey finished with 22
points on 10-for-13 shooting,
But
knows
in defeat
igers also ow th
is cames an I .
including several ferocious
opponents to 3
n ethird-best defi :XP oswe, fast-paced offi
dunks and alley-oop finishes,
Perrent
of
their
~Co~c~~
s:oting. But on ~Z~~~nf~ence USA, hold~~e.
as· No. 11 Memphis never
percentage against th~ no er ~PPonent has shot
~F made so
trailed and handed the Golden
The Knights
gers this season
at high ofa
Knights their worse loss ofthe
fro
are now 9 1th'
.
- is Year when th
mthe field.
season, 87-65 on Wednesday
ey shoot at least50
Percent
night.
The Tigers scored 50
points in the paint to just 22
PLEAsE SEE DORrEy
for UCE Sophomore guard
~.
ONAB
Chris
Douglas-Roberts
showcased an impressive dribble drive
to work his way inside of UCF's zone defense run.
The last opportunity
throughout the game, finishing with a team-high
came with 3:58 remaining, when Mike O'Don23 points on 9-of-13 shooting.
"I was really proud of my guys," Memphis nell's second missed free throw ended up in the
coach John Calipari said. ''We had worked the hands of Jermaine Taylor, who immediately
.last two days on 'Hey, if they try to slide into a stepped back and misfired on a 3-pointer. The
zone, let's slide into a zone offense so they don't Tigers answered with a three of their own, spark- .
have time (to defend).' We got the ball where we ing an 11-2 run to end the first half and sending
were trying to get it, behind the defense in the the Knights into the locker room down 42-27.
''We got a little bit uptight with the ball," UCF
middle ofthe zone, and we didn't settle for 3s. We
senior forward Josh Peppers said. "But part of
got it inside."
Though the Tigers established their domi- that credit should go to Memphis, because they
nance inside early, UCF was able to weather an forced that and then did a good job all night exe·early offensive drought and give the sellout cuting on offense."
Peppers, the only UCF player to score in doucrowd of 4,805 something to get excited about.
ble
figures, finished with 20 points, adding five
The Knights cut the lead to five on.three different occasions late in the first halt: but could never
sustain enough momentum for a game-changing
PLEASE SEE PEPPERS ON AS
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Men's Terinis
falls at Florida
in first defeat
.

~~eTiryone

MELISSA HEYBOER
Sports Editor

~a~~!!op:lam~

l'

After wiiining their first match of the
season against Bethune-Cookman. last
week, the UCF Men's Tennis team headed to Ring Tennis Complex in
Gainesville on Wednesday to take on the
University of Florida Gators.
Despite many well-played matches by
the Knights and winning two singies
matches, UCF was defeated by the
Gators 5-2, dropping them to 1-1 on the
season.
Wednesday's match was the Knights'
first against a ranked opponent this season.
UCF freshman Johan Beigart and senior Ener Gursoy both came up victorious
in singles competition.
Beigart defeated Gator opponent Billy
Mulligan in three sets, 4-6, 6-0, 6-0, while
Gursoy beat Daniel Cash 3-6, 6-3, 6-4.
Despite well fought matches, sophomore Tarek Ben Soltane and junior Sinan
Sudas couldn't hold on to win Wednesday.
Soltane fell to 16th ranked Greg Ouellette in two sets, 6-2, 6-1, while teammate
Sudas fell to 60th ranked Nestor Briceno
6-3, 6-4. .
The Knights fared well in doubles
competition as sophomores Norman
Alcantara and Brock Sakey defeated Jordan Dolberg and Mulligan 8-6.
Fellow doubles team Beigart and
Sudas lost to Ouellette and Briceno 8-6.
The Knights head to Philadelphia on
Friday to take on No. 50 Penn. UCF will
finish up their weekend matches on Sunday as they head to New Jersey to take on
Princeton.

JAMES ANDRES I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Senior forward Josh Peppers, above, shoots over Memphis' Robert
Oozier in the Knights' 87-65 Wednesday to the Tigers 87-65. His UCF
teammates, top, watch the blowout with disbelief.

SATURDAY, FEB. 3 I7:30 P.M. IUCF ARENA

vs.
C-USA: 4-3
Overall: 15-6

Rank: T-3rd in C-USA

"I feel bad for the aowd because it was the
C-USA: 4-3
Overall: 14-6

Rank: T-3rd in C-USA

MOST AMAZING ATMOSPHERE

• "-JOSHPEPPERS,SENIORFORWARD
11.ve. ever pIayed 1n.

Orlando ·sentinel CareerBuilder Job Fair
February
l.

5th •

10:00 am - 3:00 pm • Orlando Marriott Expo Center

Ori a ndaSenti nel .com/jobfa i r
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Tulsa.pulls
out win over
Tulane with
late 3-pointer

and Race Book.

SUNDAY
FEBRUARY 4TH

Tulsa 79, Tulane 78
NEW ORLEANS - Rod Earls'
3-pointer from the right with two
seconds remaining in the game led
Tulsa to a 79-78 come-from...:
behind victory over Tulane on
Wednesday night.
Tulane (9-10 overall, 2-5 CUSA) trailed Tulsa (14-6, 4-3 CUSA) for most of the final 10 minutes of the second half, but
regained the lead when Kevin
Sims sank two free throws with
eight seconds remaining to give
the Green Wave a 78-76 advantage.
Tulsa pushed the ball down the
flo01~ and Mark Hill found Earls
with a pass on the right side and
Earls drilled the game-winner.
Sims led all scorers with 17
points, while Donnie Stith sparked
Tulane off the bench with 16
points..
Earls led Tulsa to its first road
win with 15 points, all 3-pointers,
while Jamel McLean added 13
points.

JAMES ANDRES I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF's Kenrick Zondervan struggles for a loose ball with two Memphis players in the Knights' 87-65 loss Wednesday. night.

.

Peppers leads UCF
with 20 despite loss
FROM

A7

rebounds and four assists. He
scored the opening bucket of
the second half, a 3-pointer,
to cut the Tigers lead to 12,
but Dorsey continued to
answer with dunks and domination deep 4i the post
The defining moment of
Dorsey's night came with
6:58 remaining in the second
half, when he ripped the ball
away from Zondervan and
finished a breakaway with a
right-hand windmill dunk.
Memphis led by 24 as its
bench looked toward the
dwindling crowd, pointing
and laughing.
''You win some, you lose
some, but if guys are going to
mope around about this, I
won't let it happen," Peppers
said. "I feel bad for the
crowd, because it was
incredible, the most amazing
atmosphere I have ever
played in. We felt the love
with every shot, just tell
them that we need it every
night, we love them."
The Tigers improved to
18-3 overall and 8-0 in Conference USA. It was their
23rd win in the last 24 CUSA games. UCF now
stands at 15-6 and 4-3 in CUSA, with a huge game
looming Saturday evening
against Tulsa. The Golden

Dor~ey leads Tigers ~o win
FROM

A7

Dorsey dominates

A7

Vague, I kno:w. But the
only reason I am writing this
is so you can grasp·the feelings on UCF from a coach
that has been to a Final Four,
built A-level programs from
scratch and been courted by,
and coached for, NBA teams.
Essentially, Calipari spent
his nine-minute meeting
with the media praising, in
order, UCF, UCF coach Kirk
Speraw, Memphis forward
Joey Dorsey and guards
Willie Kemp and Chris Douglas-Roberts.
Not what you'd expect
from the coach of a team that
just won in a hostile road
environment by 22 points.
He did have some negative things to say, though. But
it wasn't about the game
played on the court, or even
the fans in the stands.
'What is going on? This is
a huge game. Why isn't it on
the front page of the Orlando
Sentinel? I'm only saying that,
not to be disrespectful or
mean, but this program, what
they've got going, come on.
People are laughing, but is it
true?''
First, I was smiling, not
laughing. But yes, it is true,
and I told you as much when
you asked that, Coach.
I guess that is the problem

•

College Students Always Free

•

(With Valid l.D.)

This Ad Good
For 1 Free Program
(Any Performance)

•'

HUNTINGTON, WYa.
Markel Humphrey scored · 17
points and grabbed seven
rebounds to lead Marshall (8-13
overall, 3-4 C-USA) to a 56:-52 win
over East Carolina (5-15 overall, 07 C-USA) in a defensive struggle
Wednesday. .
Mark Dorris scored 12 points
and was the only other Marshall
player in double figures.
Courtney Captain led the
Pirates with 18 points while Darrell Jenkins added 13 and Cory
Farmer scored 10.
It was East Carolina's 14th loss
in 15 games, including seven
straight Conference USA contests.
East Carolina put together an
ll-4 run that tied the score at 40
with 4:09 left. Dorris grabbed an
offensive rebound and nailed a 3pointer to give Marshall the lead
for good.

Not on that level yet
With this loss, UCF is 1-16 against nationally-ranked opponents. That lone
. victory occurred on Dec. 12,2002 when the Knights took down No.25 College of
Charleston,82-64; in Orlando.

Catching the Tigers on a bad day
Coming into this contest, Memphis had shot just 36.5 percent from the field in
their last three games. But against the Knights, they made 58 percent of their shots.
After the g<1me, Calipari called his team's offensive display"outrageous."
"That's about as well as my team can play,".he said.

Up next for the Knights is •••
The Tulsa Golden Hurricane (4-3 in C-USA, 14-6 overall).The Golden Hurricane
will storm into the UCF Arena this weekend after coming away with a couple of
close victories against SMU (70-66) and Tulane (79-78).Junior guard Rod Earls leads
Tulsa in scoring, averaging 125 points per game. His 3-pointer with two seconds
.remaining proved to be the game-winning basket over the Green Wave on
Wednesday.
The Knights and Golden Hurricane will meet in the UCF Arena on Saturday
night.Tip-off is scheduled for 7:30 p.m.
- BRIAN MURPHY ·

I

Over 35,000 Adult Toys &Lingerie

Bachelor and Bochelorette Gifts
Show UCF ID and
get 20% off EVERYTHING!

t'1

w.
Mon. • Sat. 9om - 2om, Sun. 9om - 1om

U4XOZ1)@~Vo~@~@
5009 S. Orange Blossom Tr.
1112Miles South of 1-4 Ont; 20 minootes owoy fromcampus!

SMU 60, UAB 56
BIRMINGHAM, Ala- Bamba
Fall scored 16 points and Brian
Epps added 14 to· lead SMU to a
60-56 victory over UAB Wednesday night.
Ike Ofoegbu scored 10 points
and hit a 3-pointer to spark a 16-2
second half run that proved decisive for SMU. SMU (13-8 overall, 25 C-USA) trailed 27-26 at halftime.
Wen Mukubu scored 14 points
to lead UAB (ll-10 overall, 3-4 CUSA).
UAB had chances down the
stretch, pulling to within 59-56 on
a reverse layup by Mike Davis Jr.
with less than a minute to play. But
UAB struggled all night · to ·get
good shots against SMU's zone
defense and could not make
another basket.

15-6, competing for second
in the Conference USA
race," O'Donnell said. "We
want the fans back, and
we're going to play as hard as
we can every game, so I
hope they understand that."

Knights need local support
FROM

1111-llUll BEil/NS /IT NOON
lDOORS OPEN /IT 11:0011.M.J

Marshall 56, East Carolina 52

UCF coach Kirk Speraw said he anticipated that his team would have problems
dealing with the physical nature of Memphis junior forward Joey Dorsey. Speraw
Was spot on as Dorsey grabbed nine rebounds and made lO--Of-13 field goal
attempts, moSt of them with awesome authority.

Hurricane improved to 4-3
in C-USA after getting a
game-winning
3-pointer
from Rod Earls to defeat
Tulane 79-78 on Wednesday
evening.
'We're still a team that is

'

with living in a city with one out. Give him a chance to
major newspaper. Ifyou have recruit these kind of kids,
someone in charge there that because he just came from
labels the UCF players a another league. With those
"rec-league team" that will dorms, with those facilities,
never win the "CSUA title;' and all that they got going.
then, for lack of a better term. And if the newspaper and
you ·are screwed (Thanks to media jumped behind thein
Brandon Helwig of UCFS- like they do the Bucs, like
ports.com for confirmation they do the Magic, then this
of the above quotes). It's why thing is on.
•
you end up on, as Calipari
"This is as good a situasaid, "the fifth page" while tion in our league. And when
two different stories about the city jumps behind this
two teams that play their program, there will be
home games a combined opportunitie~ for them to be
2,124 miles away take front- where they want to be."
page status.
I really·don't need to state
"It's been a lot of years much of an opinion here,
where the coaches around because as UCF students it
the country have a lot more should be assumed that we
respect for this program and understand what is being
the success of this program built here. I plan to lea,ve
than what's been recognized Orlando for goo,d at the end
locally," Speraw said "That's of May, and I regret not being
the feeling of a lot of coaches able to see what will happen
around the country, and when those facilities are
those are people that haven't completed.
But beyond regret, my
even been-here.
"People that have been greatest feeling is fear.
here are amazed at what we
Fear that nobody beyond
are doing. I hope that people our college community will
locally will respect (coach ever understand. If you are
Calipari's) thoughts and going to be here for the next
few years, do your best to
come on board"
· Enough about that, change that.
because it is out of UCF's
Or else that outside praise
control. What is in its con- will ,stop, and eventually
trol, though, is the future of nobody, be it in or out of
Speraw.
· Orlando, will care about
"Kirk coaches his brains UCF athletics.
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Southern Miss a1, UTEP 78
HATTIESBURG, Miss.
Craig Craft and Sai'Quon Stone
each scored 22 points as Southern
Miss beat UTEP 87-78 Wednesday
ni~t.

Craft added a career high ll
rebounds, as the Golden' Eagles
(14-6, overall, 4-3 C-USA) beat the
Miners (12-10 overall, 4-4 C-USA)
for the first time in four tries since
UTEP joined the league two seasons ago.
, The Golden Eagles went 8-for8 from the free-throw line in the
final 50 seconds to seal the win.

Houston 70, Rice 63.
HOUSTON - Robert McKiver
scored 21 points and the Houston
Cougars won their fifth straight
with a 70-63 victory over Rice on
Wednesday night
Houston (ll-9 overall, 5-2 CUSA) held off a second-half rally
bytheOwls.
Morris Almond scored 21,
including 19 in the second half, for
Rice 00-10 overall, 4-3 C-USA).
Rodney Foster was the only other
Rice player to score in double figures as he recorded ll points.
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U CF Athletics Doubleheader Weekend!!!
UCF BASEBALL SEASON OPENER!!!

UCF GOLDEN KNIGHTS BASKETBALL

SATURDAY AND SUNDAY,
VS. FIU GOLDEN PANTHERS
FEB 3RD AND 4TH AT 1 PM
JAY BERGMAN FIELD

MEN VS. TULSA, SAT. 7:30 PM
WOMEN VS. TULSA, SUN. 1 :OO PM
UCFARENA

~

I

St~dents

Get in Free With UCF ID!
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MOVIE TIMES

Damiera's first album a taste of what's to come
AMANDA K. SHAPIRO
Staff Writer

Armed with former members of League and Queen
City Knights, Damiera started
as a self-sacrificing group of
talent with the DIY ethics
characteristic of punk rock.
The New York natives
spent nearly every waking
moment of the past two years
molding and crafting their
band and sound
The objective was to create
and implement musical ideas
that were abundant arid

Arthur and the Invisibles
(PG) 12iXlp

Babel
(R)4:05p,8:00, 11:35

Because ISaid So
(PG-13) 12:10p, 2:45, 5:10, 7:40, 10:10, 12:45a

Blood Diamond
(R) 3:35p, 6:40, 9-35

Catch and Release
(PG-13) 12:30p,3:55, 7:15, 9-55, 12:30a

boundless. The final result
was a 10-track debut album
titled M(us)ic.
Pronounced ''us in music:'
the album was released Jan. 23
on Equal VISion Records.
Damiera's influences span
many genres, which is clearly
imprinted on their experimental debut release.
M(us)ic rejects conven..:
tional song structure, replacing the void with striking guitar solos.
The album is the embodiment of a prog-rock revival,
setting foot on musical foun-

• Charlotte'sWeb
.

(G)1:15p

Children of Men
(R)1:10p,4:15,6:55, 9:40, 12:10a

Constellation

Simple headbands
fight Florida frizz

(PG-13) 12:45p, 4:30, 7:25, 10-10

The Departed
(R) 12:05p

Dreamgirls
(PG-13) 1:20p,4:20,7:55, 11:20

Epic Movie
(PG-13) l2:15p, 2:25, 4:50, 7:45, 9:50, 12:15a

Freedom Writers
(PG-13) 1:05p, 3:55, 7:00, 9:45, 12:25a

dations estaPlished by the move- .
ment's precursors, but it adds a
sharp twist.
Bass lines feed . audiences
their daily dose of funk. . The
relationship between the guitar
melodies and bass lines carry
the music.
Equally impressive is the
dominant feel of playing with
multiple tempos.
Damiera's heavy use of rhythmic syncopation separates their
music from the majority of mod- unbalanced, yet every now and
em mainstream rock.
again, they come together to
The album's most notewor- express a clear thought.
thy track is "Departure." The
The vocals sound stressed
short instrumental piece·evokes and most of the songs are sung
the feeling of dizziness with its in a high register.
resonating ambience.
Bands with a similar sound
Damiera's lyrics seem to par- include Murder by Death and
allel the human thought process Mars Volta.
through stream of consciousThough the ending result of
ness.
Damiera's musical conquest was
The words are scattered and a fierce experimental rock

Damiera

l

(

Album:M(us)ic

***•.
Label: Equal Vision Records
Available Now

album, clearly it is just the begin·
In reference to the accomplishments made by the group,
singer and guitarist Dave Ray- ,
mond said that the debut album
was a "realization of a dream,"
and it far surpasses what he
thought.
. The band will play at BackBooth on March 10 for a tour
with MONEEN and Pistolita.
ning for the band

(

Send questions, comments
and album suggestions to:
AmandaKShapiro@gmaiLcom
(.

JAMIE SALMASIAN

The Hitcher

the January 2007 issue of
Harper's Bazaar magazine,
hair accessories, like headWhen you live in a humid bands, "were the crowning
state like Florida, it's almost glory to many designer creimpossible to avoid the frizz ations" for the spring season.
Hairstylist Orlando Pita,
and fuss of a bad hair day.
But there are simple and who gave the runway models
fashionable
trfcks
that at a Valentino fashion show ·
designers are bringing to the the headband look, said,
masses that can help fight "accessories let you change
frizz or just jazz up an old · your hair without cutting it,
hairstyle.
and a headband lets you look
And the headband, a sim- neat and groomed, e".'en · in
ple hair accessory that is very extreme humidity and when
popular in the modeling you're pressed for time."
world and on campus, is
Melissa Leuschel, a 19doing just that.
year-old freshman, wears her
Headbands can be made of headband that she bought in
hard plastic, fabric-covered New Orleans because she is
cardboard, or they can be growing out her hair.
plain-old scarves.
"It used to be real short,"
According to the "Spring
Beauty Runway Report" in
PLEASE SEE DESIGNERS ON A11
Staff Writer

(R) 12:55p,3:40, 7:05, 9-25, 11:30

Letters from lwo Jima
(R) 12:40p, 3:45, 7:10, 10:15

The Messengers
(PG-13) 12:20p, 2:50,3:50, 5:15, 7:20, 7:50, 9:55, 10-30,
12:40a

Night at the Museum
(PG) 12:50p, 3:30, 6:50, 9-30, 12:05a

Notes on a Scandal
(R)2:35p,5:15, 7:40, 10-15

Pan's Labyrinth
(R) 12:45p,4:40, 7:30, 10:05

The Pursuit ofHappyness
(PG-13) 1:OOp,4:00, 8:05, 10:40

The Queen
(PG-13) 12:25p, 4:25, 8:10, 10-35

Smokin' Aces
(R) 12:00p,2:40, 5:05, 7:35, 10:15, 12:50a

Stomp the Yard
(PG-13) 2:55p, 7:00, 10:00
Open G!ptioned showtimes: 12:20p

Volver
(R)12:35p

- Listingl for F!iday, Feb. 2
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8 p.m. NBC 1vs.100

Do you want the money or the mQb? This
week the mob features D.L. Hughley, and
one contestant features a mob made entirely
of children.
PHOTOS BY JAMIE SALMASIAN I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

9 p.m. ABC Anchorman: The Legend ofRon
Burgundy

ASan Diego newscaster feels threatened by
the arrival of an attractive woman journalist.
It's worth tuning in just to see how ABC
changes the dialogue. Go forget yourselves,
San Diego.
6:25 p.m. CBS SuperBowlXU

The Super Bowl is finally here. The Colts and
the Bears meet in America's biggest sporting
event of the year - and don't forget about
the commercials and this year's halftime
performer, Prince.
7:30 p.m. FOXXl: X-Men United
Not a sports fan? While others tune in to the
Super Bowl, you can marvel at men and
women in slick black outfits delivering
roundhouse kicks to evil commandos. All
that and Ian McKellen, who could ask for
anything more?
9 p.m.

Heroes

Hiro struggles to make his father understand
his calling; Claude tries to teach Peter to
control his powers. George Takei, aka Mr.
Sulu, is back for afull episode as Hiro's
father.

~~f4U:9
If
p.m.
eromca ars

1

Veronica confronts Logan about sleeping
with Madison while they were broken up.
Tuesday is the worst night for TV, but if
you're at home doing homework, something
has to be on in the background, right?

lfllnJUDU:iJ

D

9 p.m. ABC Lost
l.ilst is back with a one-hour recap at 9 p.m.
and then a new episode at 10 p.m. Kate and

Sawyer become allies with an other; Jack
holds the fate of Ben in his hands. After
three months, the show returns but will the
viewers?
8:30 p.m. NBC The Office
Phyllis marries Bob Vance, and she regrets
giving Michael an important job at the
wedding. Dwight is determined to stop
wedding crashers. Ismell a cameo:..

-. Compiled by Woody Wommack

.

Britany Stott, Valarie Williams and Melissa Leuschel show off the different types of
headbands. The simple hair a.ccessory is a must have for a Floridian woman on the go.
Headbands can combat frizz, pull back unruly hair or dress up an old hairstyle.
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Mayer's wit apparent
throughout the show
FROM

·r.

A9

the fret board - most songs
extended far beyond their
studio track-time, peppered
with a sense of improvisation
and musicianship, a quality
that is sorely lacking from
Mayer's peers in the land of
Top40.
Despite the fact that this
was an arena-sized show,
Mayer's disposition was
always casual, never elevating into rock-god status.
Mayer showcased a sense
of wit and self-deprecation,
which should be familiar to
fans of his biogs and Esquire
magazine column, . during
banter
between
songs
throughout the set.
Before going into the
country-inspired "Heart of
Life," he shared the story of
the song's origin with the
audience, saying that he
spent an hour walking
around a grocery store while
mentally piecing together
the song's melody.
.But the performance was
not without its missteps.
An encore based mostly
on his older material, including "Wonderland," couldn't
help but pale in comparison
to the rest of the show, and it
appeared to be tacked on.
This isn't to say that the
encore didn't garner a posi-

~
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~~ACROSS AMERICA
.
BROADWAY

JAMES ANDRES I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

SUNThusr

John Mayer performs at the Amway Arena
on Saturday. The show featured mostly
newer songs but induded a few favorites.

tive reaction from the majority of the nearly-full arena,
but the crowd noticeably
shifted its attention after a
sighting of Jessica Simpson
at the side of the stage during
the powerful show closer "In
Repair." After such a reaction, one can't help but question the validity of the
crowd's quality barometer.
But that's just another
example of the challenges
that face Mayer as he continues his evolution, with sheer
talent and smartly crafted
song-writing skills.
And it's a journey worth
paying close attention to.
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Designers
find muse

in sirriple
accessory
FROM A10

)

'

.

Leuschel said
Valarie Williams, a 20-yearold sophomore majoring in
photography, wears a headband that actually belongs to
one of her friends because
Williams recently got her hair
cut really short.
"I can't wear it in a ponytail,
so a headband works,"
Wtllfuns said
Britany Stott, a 20-year-old
junior majoring in health services administration, purchased her headband at Charlotte Russe.
.
·
She said she prefers her
headband instead of other hair
accessories because she doesn't really have to style her hair
when she wears it.
"You put it on, and it's
cute,'' Stott said about her
headband
According to the "Backstage Beauty Forecast for
Spring'' in the Dec. 2006 issue
of Allure magazine, headbands
rank second iI;l the top eight
styles previewed to be popular
for 2007.
·~headband adds femininity, but in a quick way,'' hairstylist Guido Palau told Allure at a
Louis Vuitton fashion show.
"[Palau] placed ornate
[headbands] at the crown for a
romantic look; at other shows,
simply stretchy bands were a
pretty way to keep hair off the
face,'' Allure reported

\

www.CentralFloridaFuture.com
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Figaro is pure 1700s-style hilarity
ALEXIS STANGL

portrayed beautifully by sopho. more acting major Courtney
Moors. Moors has shown a flair
In a world without the Inter- for comedic acting in l;>oth this
net, television or video games, ·production as well as in last
entertainment in the 18th cen- semester's.Noises Off.
tury was found in juicy gossip.
One of the show's best per- ,
Schemes, plots and anonymous formances came from freshnotes lent themselves to the man Terry Alfaro, a musical
merriment of the lords, ladies theatre major. Alfaro's portrayal
and servants.
. of the mischievous page CheruThis is the world of Pierre bino, who is always in the
Beaumarchais' The Marriage of wrong place at the wrong time,
Figaro, UCF Conservatc>ry The".' stole the show. .
atre's first production of the
From sexually harassing a
semester.
mannequin to cross-dressing,
This hilarious comedy, root- Alfaro's performance was hilared in the traditions of the com- ious.
media dell'arte, incluaes deepHis physical gags were sup-·
cutting glimpses into the class ported with a heartfelt delivery
system and over-privileged of lines and poignant facial
nobility of pre-revolutionary expressions. ·
France.
Michael Croker, a senior actFigaro, the head concierge of ing major, portrayed Count
Count Almaviva's castle, is set Almaviva with a Hugh-Hefnerto marry Suzanne, the count- like air, which leant itself well to
ess's head chambermaid
the character.
But the count j.s bored with
Madison Stratton's Countess
his wife and seeking amorous Almaviva was the epitome of
adventures, particularly with the lady of the manor.
Suzanne. Figaro becomes out"The experience was great.
raged and creates elaborate It was ti.riri.g, but it really paid
plots and schemes to keep the off," said Stratton, a sophomore
count away from Suzanne.
musical theatre major.
His initial schemes cause a
Joe Kemper, a graduate actchain reaction that. eventually ing major, portrayed Bartholo
involves everyone in the castle with over-the-top gestures and
in one plot or another.
a thick accent that sometimes
UCF.'s cast is led by Daniel made his words unintelligible.
A Reyes, a senior acting major,
However, the over-the-top
as Figaro.
nature of his character shows
Reyes' gave a strong per- the audience the ridiculousness
formance,
delivering his of the aristocracy.
lengthy monologues with ease.
The rest of the ensetnble
At times, particularly during his gave high-quality performancmonologues, he seemed slight- es, providing a well-rounded
ly detached from the character cast to a receiving audience.
of Figaro, becoming more of an ·
But the star of the ensemble
omniscient narrator.
would have to be Terry Farley, a
Suzanne, Figaro's fiancee, is freshman theatre major, who, as

PARK AVE JUNIOR
TOP 10SALES:

StaffWriter

Artist /frtle I Label ·
1. The Shins I Windng the
NightAwayI Sub Pop

2. of Montreal I Hissing
Fauna Are You the Oest I
Polyvinyl
3. Pretfy Ricky/ Late Night ,

Special I Atlantic

4. John Mayer I Vil/ape
Sessions I Columbia
ALEXIS STANGL /CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Joe Kemper as Bartholo, Madison Stratton as Countess Almaviva, Courtney Moors as Suzanne,
Michael Croker as Count'Almaviva star in The Marriage ofFigaro.The play runs through Feb.4

the footman, enthralled the ,
The Marriage ofFigaro
audience with just three words.
. The technical aspects of the
Where: UCF Conservatory
show are of the consistent highTheatre Mainstage atthe UCF
standard now expected ofUCF
Main Campus
Conservatory Theatre.
When: Through Feb. 4
William Boles, a junior theatre major, created the set.
Cost: $15 general, $10 students,
· "My biggest challenge was
$13 seniors
applying the things learned in
class to a realistic set,'' Boles
Phone: 407-823-1500
said
His concept of a world creOnline: www.theatre.ucf.edu
ated by words and the feeling of
an 18th-century theater provides a brilliant backdrop on er and stage director with the
which the story unfolds. His Orlando Opera.
He said he was thrilled to
use of calligraphy throughout
work with university students,
the design is eye-catching.
The modularity and duality saying the sheer energy they
of the set provides for easy put into each performance is
scene changes, which are also unparalleled in the professional
made interesting by the short world
The cast was also excited to
"dumb shows,'' scenes created
work with a director from outin pantomime by the actors.
The production is headed by side the faculty, and Stratton
visiting
director
Frank said it was a breath of fresh air
McClain, a production manag- to work with McClain.

5. Good,The Bad &The
Queen/ Good, The Bad&
The Queen /Virgin
6. Band Marino I Sea &The
Beast/ Street Parade
7. DeerhOQf I Friend
Opportunity I Kill Rock Stars
8. Piebald/ Acddental
Gentleman I Side 1
Dummy
9. Dustin Kensrue I Please
Come Home I Equal Vision
10. Omar Rodriguez-Lopez/
Please Heat This Eventually
I Gold Standard Labs

Chicago Cocktail .
2 01. Btandy

! oz. Champagne

Dash ofAngostura81++.
n. h' .
...ers
Combine . .,.,s inpJe Sec

~str:f::m~:~~~:i::.1e
Colt 45

. llemoveconfromtnageondenjoy,
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SUBMISSION DEADLINES

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse Rd. behind Chick-Fil-A

PAYMENT METHODS

Online:
9 a.m. day before publication
Phone, fax, in person:

VISA, MC, AMEX,
Discover, Cash, Check
OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri. issue

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - S p.m.

407-447-4555 • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

CLASSIFICATIONS
Rate

100
125
150
175
200
225

Help Wanted: General
C
Help Wanted: Part-Time C
Help Wanted: Full-Time C
Business Opportunities B
For Rent Homes
B
For Rent Apartments
B
250 Roommates
A
275 Sublease
A
300 For Sale: Homes
B

325
350
375

400
500

•

RATES

Rate
For Sale: Automotive B
For Sale: General
A
ForSale:Pets
A
Services
B
Announcements
A

600 Traver

B

700 Worship

B

800 Miscellaneous
900 Wanted ·

·B
B

First issue:
Each addl issue:

c

Rate A

Rate B

Rate

$6
$4

$9

$J.8
. $12

$6

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering asuccessful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
·Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours aday

' fl,

.'
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UT
S T E A K H 0 U 5 E®
OPENING SOON • OVIEDO

At Our Hiring Trailer in front of our buiiding
167 EAST MITCHELL HAMMOCK ROAD OVIEDO
INTERSECTION OF ALAFAYA AND MITCHELL HAMMOCK ROAD IN THE LA FITNESS CENTER
Equal Opportunity Employer

~

SITIONSI

Winter/Spring positions available
Earn up to $150 per day
Experience not required
Undercover shoppers needed to judge
retail and dining establishments.
Call 800-722-4791

~-=-_:::__~....:;;...~~;;_...,;;;;-=-~-·-

N(c el·otleo i:i Family Suites is holding auditions for its exciting 2007 season!
We are oking for Actors, Dancers, lmprov Actors, Sound Technicians,
l!.ightTechni
ns, Costumers, Theatre Attendants, and an Assistant Manager.
,

(Off Sand Lake Road - behind Racetrack gas statia )

Join our team now and find
'k Guaranteed base pay
'k Weekly paychecks
'k Flexible schedules AM/PM 'k Growth opportunities
(all and Set-lip an Immediate Interview!

North Orlando/UCF: (407) 673-9700

3592 AlomaAve, Suite 6, Winter Park, FL32792

South Orlando: (407)-243-9400
Apply Online: www.DialAmerica.com/WinterPark

Family-run 1.talian restaurant now hiring
experienced pizza man. Apply in person
at 1425 Tu.skawilla Rd, Winter Springs.
Corner of Tuskawilla and Red Bug in the
K-mart shopping plaza. 407-659-0101

MUSIC INSTRUCTOR

needed for Pizzeria Valdlano.
Baldwin Park location.
Call Jeremy at 407-895-0025.

m

HOUSEKEEPERS NEEDED

Candi(iate:s for costume characters must be between 4'11" - 5'~heigh .
Please pro,vide a non-returnable resume and head shot. A ctors s hould
prepare"a one-minute, kid-focused monologue. A dance number will be
eis~ wear appropriate clothing and shoes for movement.

The following Positions:
Lifeguard •Ride Operator· Food &Beverage Cashier·
Food &Beverage Cook •FrontGate Assistance ·Gift
Shop Assistance and more!

Great Benefits Including:

I

.

('

t'

Free Admission • Free Quarterly Tickets• College
Tuition Assistance· Referral Bonuses and More!

Worktime, area, days of choice, PT/FT
avail. $200-$400/wk. Phone & car req.
Abbey's 407-268-4421
Orlando's Organic T~a CJlfe looking
for barlstl and servers.
Email Chrlstina@lnfusionorlando.com resume or letter of Interest.

-..

The following roles will be cast from these auditions:
· Show Host, Show Assistant, Show Character,
Walkabout Costume Character, and I mprov Actor.

Property Managem~nt Assistant
Avalon Park Office
Century 21 Selective is seeking a high
energy individual to assist the property
manager. Fla Real Estate Lie a plus.
Fax resume to 407-706-1019.

02007 Viacom lntern•Uor\I, Inc. All rights rHarnd.

Nickelodeon, Sponge Bob SquarePants and all related thles, IOoos, and characters
ar1 !rademaris of Viacom Jnternatlonal, Inc. SpongeBob Squ111ePants was crented by Stephen Hlllenburg. C2007 l nterContlnental Hotels Group.
AH rights reserved. HoUday Inn and all related Miu, logos, and trademarks are owned by Sll Cont1nenls Hotels, Inc.

'

SPRING

$350-$450/wk average

Experienced Servers

Sunday, February 4th - 2:00PM - 5:00 M
and Monday, February Stq - 7:0~ - 10~

,

(

WANTED
Vlolln Instructor wanted for local
studio 1-3 hrs a week to start. Must
be dependable.
E-mall: muslc.lessons@yahoo.com

Auditions will be held at:
tlight Dance Center• Crown Pointe Commerce Park
~751 Kingpointe Parkway·, Suite 102, Orlando, FL 32819

Must Ile at least 18 years old to apply.
• No costumes please.

(

PIT Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
...www.dogdayatternoon.net***
e-mail resume: dogday@bellsouth.net

I

(be sure to rrierence above job number)

f>

MEDIA PRODUCTIONS
Emerging audiovisual & event company
seeks talented Multimedia Designers &
Live Production experts
(Director.Camera, Sound, Light, Video)
www.thinkcybis.com(join-us

$5,000. PAID EGG DONORS. +
expenses. Non smokers, ages 19-29,
SAT >1100/ACT >24/ GPA 3.0
Contact: info@eggdonorcenter.com

www.nickhotel.

EOE

t

Help Wanted! College aged cou.nselors,
. Camp Wekiva residential summer camp.
Boys Camp June 16th-30th
Girls June 30th-July 28th. $240/wk.
Contact Mj.Meherg@worldne.att.net

Hiring Hours Monday- Friday 10:00 -6:00 pm
Saturday 10:00- 3:00 pm

,

Counselor wanted for
afterschool program at KldTown
USA, Winter Springs. Great facllltles
and kids. Afternoons now and fulltime during summer vacation.
Call 407 696 0113.

Following positions available:
• Survey Crew (Job#: GNS001)
• Retail {Job#: GNS002)
Pay $8/hr
Must be available after 4 pm on game days
Must be 18 years of age .
High school diploma req~red
Submit resume & cover letter to: employment@orlandomagic.com

CAMP COUNSELORS
Needed for great overnight camps in the
Pocono Mins. of PA. Teach/assist with
athletics, swimming, A&C, drama, yoga,
archery, gymnastics, scrapbooking,
ropes course, .nature, and much more.
Apply online at www.pineforestcamp.com

Starting Mondav, Januarv 29th

~

Work Orlando Nal!lc flame Nll!bts
at Amway Irena!

INTERNS WANTED! National Marketing
& Promotions Agency in Orlando seeks
paid interns interested in hands-on exp.
Work directly under 9ompany President
Email interns@belovedmarketing.com.

Women ages 21-30 - you can
help make a miracle h·appen!
Egg donors needed to help women
who are waiting to become moms.
Excellent compensation provided.
Call for details, 407-740-0909.

The Aussie Theme Restaurant known for fun,
food and Great People will be opening soon.
Now Hiring all hourly positions, including Servers and Cooks
Apply in Person

'

BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
·
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 +OK 800-965-6520 x 107.

HpplyUOW:
Call: Job Line (407) 248-1600
Email: hr@Wetnwildorf.com
Visit: Human Resources daily between 9AM and 4PM
Wet'n Wild Human Resources
6200 International Drive· Orlando, FL 32819
(407) 35~2085 •FAX (407) 345-1005

2-DAY CAREER E.VENT

UCFARE.NA
Tuesday, Febnrnry 6th
1:00 PM - 4:00 PM

' t

UCFARENA
Wednesday, February 7th
10:00,AM 3:00 PM..

(

9

Professional Attire Re

. .y•

Career Services: (407) 823-2361 I Experiential Learning: (407) 823-2667
wwyv.csel.ucf.edu csel@mail.ucf.edu

I

~

I

www.CentralFloridaFuture.com
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Kid's Nite Out

•

. Now hiring professional caregivers..
who love children and need flexible hours.
Please call 407-828-0920 ext. 0
to schedule an interview.

•

•
•·

•

•

•

P!T Flex, caregiver for 3 children Ip
Tuskawilla. N/S F with reliable
;, transportation. Afternoons/evenings.
Various duties. Pay based on
experience. Please call 407-256-0644.

Apply in person
Monday-Saturday, 10am to 6pm
lake Bryan m;i 11"' .... ~
8702 VinelanfAV.enue~,
Orlando, FL 32821,
(407) 93s:.001s

•
•

•
•
•

f

-·
•
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Recruiter for Sales
Century 21 Selective is rapidly
expanding with multiple office locations.
We are looking for a dynamic individual
that thrives on challenges and success.
Fax Resume to 407-706-1019

Artist - .Unique Opportunity!
With lnt'I co. Travel opportunities.
$7-$8/hr + Benefits! FT or PT, Full-face
theatrical face painting in Orlando
theme parks. We train.
Call: 407-?40-6380.
Wanted: Summer Camp Counselors
Es.cape to.the Shenandoah Mountains of
West Virginia. limber Ridge Camp is a ·
co-ed overnigtit camp seeking energetic
staff to work with .children for the
summer. Top salary, travel allowance.
800-258-2267. www.trcamps.com
Email: Trcamps@aol.com.
Come have Summer Funl
Camp Counselor
Florida Elks Youth Camp
24175 SW 450 Umatilla, FL
7 weeks $2100 June 4 - July 21, 2007
1-800-523-1673 ext 251
Scholarship Opportunities
Established company close to UCF
seeking Graphic Artist. Must be
proficient in Illustrator, Photoshop &
Web Administration. Highly motivated
individual with strong work ethic. Must
be able to follow detailed directions
and complete work in a timely manner.
Full & Part lime may apply. Full time
candidates are eligible for full benefits
package. Please email resumes to
jobs@abc-development.com. ·
Certified and experienced tech
needed for Adeptech Inc. computer
service. $9-22/hr based on
experience. Fax or email resume
407-770-1379/ admin@adeptech.biz

Looking for bright, energetic, dependable
person for Acct Supervisor. Must be able
to multi-task & speak Spanish. Close to
UCF. M-F. $9.50/hr 407-657-7585 .
Animal hospital near UCF seeks PT VET
TECH for morning and w/e duties.
PT BATHER, all day Fri. and Sat AM.
Exp. pref. Call 407-366-7323.

Waterford Lakes, The Crest
Luxury Condo 2bd/2ba, W/D, cable
HIS internet, tel, pool, gym
All included, $ 650/roommate,
407-247-6423

New Homes Available

ry,

In the UCF area
call 407-482-8598, leave message
VIP Real Estate Sales

WOODSIDE VILLAGE
Red Bug!Tuscawilla Area
Newly renovated vacant condo $985/mo
2 bdrm/2 bath w/ all amenities
joker55064@aol.com 407-365-5701
3/2 Condo in Carrington Park w/
designer kitchen & bath. Near UCF.
Special bdrm. Art fitness center, resort
style pool w/ tanning deck. $450/ bdrm,
$550/master. 321-262-3480 alter 7 p.m.

•Attention female graduate students and
young professionals*
Looking for a roommate to share a 3/2
home in Waterford Lakes. Check out
www.myspace.com/waterfordlakeshome
for more lnformatlonl

HALL RD/UNIVERSITY ATTRACTIVE
412 +POOL BRAND NEW HEAT & A/C.
UPGRADED KITCHEN. PRIVATE •
RAMP TO SKI LAKE. BEST WINTER
PARK SCHOOLS. 3.5 Ml. TO UCF.
$~19,900. J OR B SMART, C21
SUNSHINE 407-658-9146

DO YOU LOVE SPORTS? Equipment
room is looking for student managers for
the following sports: baseball, football,
women's basketball, women's soccer
and rowing. Call John at 407-823-1753.
FT Secretary needed for filing and
answering phones at downtown Orlando
cons!. company. Knowledge of MS
Word/Excel req. $7.50/hr, great working
exp! Contact Johan Toro, offif;e manager
at 407-947-6137.

GOLDENKNIGHTSNEEDJOBS.COM
Paid Survey Takers Needed In
Orlando. 100% FREE to join.
Ciiek on Surveys.

MAKE EXTRA MONEY ...
Smart New Way
Make Money by Giving Money Away
Start FREE - Visit our website
www.GlveMoneyAway.blz

2 bd for rent w/ private BA

Bed-$130. Full size pillowtop

Bedroom set- $450. 5 pc set. Never
used. Delivery available.
(407)846-1360

Greater Orlando
Share Luxurious Homes
Orlando & Central Florlda $425 Clean
Shared Bath Master $600 and up + Utll.
All ApplJHS Internet Photo shows
Sample Home 407-222-1247/or
407-334-6658

BRAND NEW, Tempur-pecllc type
Memory Foam Mattress Set w/
warranty. $1800 val.ue. Must sell $495.
Delivery avali. Call 407-423-1202.

· 1 Room for rent in UCF area

FUTON-$195 Brand new oak futon
w/plush mattress. Still in box.
Can deliver. (407)846-2130

ASAP. Looking for mature student. N/S,
No pets. dep+ 500/mo and 1/3 util.
Call 407-970-6109.

Bed 100% all brand new King plllowtop set. Must sell, can deliver $220.
Cali 407-423-1202.

Master bedroom available in 3/2 house.
Private bath +walk-in cloSet. $525/mo +
1/2 utilities. 20 min to UCF, 10 min to
VCC. Call Chris 407-470-0381.

Room for rent In 412 home In quiet
neighborhood min. from UCF.
Phone, Cable, Broadband. Must like
animals. Fenced Yard. $450/ mo.
Incl. utll. Call Anna 407-365-2382

BED $140, Mattress Set, Full Size,
Brand New, still In plastic. Delivery
avail. Call 407-287-2619.
SAMSUNG 50" HDTV- 4 months old,
rear-projection , 1080p, with 3-shelf glass
stand and dvd player for $2000 0.B.0.
Moving, must .sell ASAPI Call
407-256-1954 or 321-206-9366

CAR SYSTEM FOR SALE
Contains: Two 12 Inch JL w6 speakers
with box, one Tsunami 1800 watt amp,
one Farad capacitor. All in excellent
condition. Cables/wires incl. $750 O.B.O
386-405-2629 ask for Jeremy
Bed Set: $900, 6 pc solid wood, sleigh
bed group, never used.
407-831-1322

.Room for rent in a 3/2 house off Dean
and Univ, 400 a month + util. Female
non-smoker preferred. Pets allowed
and/or negotiable. Available ASAP.
Call Andrea @ 954 257 7847 or
Tina @ 954 609 5935

Glass Dining Room Set
with 6 chairs and server.
$450 Excellent Condition
Call 407-359-0159
Beds: All brand new. Never-Flip PillowTop Mattress sets. Twins, $120, Full,
$140, Queen, $160, King, $230, delivery
available. 407-331-1941
BED $160, Orthopedic support New
Queen, pillow-top mattress set. In
plastic Warranty, Can Deliver.
Call 407-287-2619.

Looking for quiet roommate. ReiP. Male
to move into room w/ optional private
bath. Beautiful 3/2 immaculate house.
Fresh paint, new tile, sec. system, 6 min.
from UCF, brand new W/D, all furniture,
brand new bath, full kitchen. Must be
clean. Negotiable p.rice. Cable TV,
Wireless high speed internet. All utilities
included. Must be 21 or older.
Background check. Call 305-527-5415.
Looking for non-smoking students to rent
2 rooms in 4/2 house near Dean and
University. $375 and $400/mo. each
plus util. Call 305 304 8155.

4/2 House Available lmmediatly
Near Downtown. 1650 sq. ft. $1500/mo.
Nice Neighborhood. Furnished Optional.
No Smoking. Call 407-619-6174

••
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HELP WANTED:

Part-Time

The Cenfral Florida Future is hiring
Distribution Drivers! $10+ per hour.
Morning and afternoon shifts avail.
Please call Maggie at 407-447-4555 or
email MaggieJ@KnightNewspapers.com
DELL CAMPUS REPS NEEDED
Promote a Top 30 company to gain realworld business & marketing experience!
www.RepNation.com/Dell to apply.
Instructors Needed
Self-Defense to teach children. P!T
evenings, great pay. Call LeeAnn at
1-866-273-2292 or e-mail resume to
aayaleeann@tampabay.rr.com

<

PT after school nanny needed in Sanford
for 3 elem. kids.until 6:30pm daily. Duties
incl. pick-up from school, feed, hw help.
Must love kidsl Pref. ed. major. $10/hr.
Respond to Tami at basflorida@aol.com
McNair & Associates, CPA's·
Longwood, Florida
Part-Time AccountlngfTax Intern
Resume: mcnalrassoc@cfl.rr.com

New Restaurant in Waterford

Lakes. qesigner Greens restaur~nt hiring
cashiers, front of house, and salad chef.
Plfase call Steven at 40'7li616-1628 or
email at skay99@tampabay.rr.com

Homes, condos, duplexes for rent. Go
to www.ORLrent.com to view available
rentals. RE/MAX 200 Realty
407-571-3659
Large Mediterranean Style 512.512
car garage close to UCF bullt In
2001. Screened In pool, W/D, tile
floors, security, surround sound.
Rent $2000/mo. 407-435-1303

212 $725/mo Water, Basic Cable
& Local Phone INCLUDED!
Close to UCF ~all Matt or Aaron
407-3806000
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Monday puzzle:
Easy level
Wednesday puzzle:
Medium level
Friday puzzle:
Hard level

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com
;

CROSSWORD
. ACROSS
1 Room at the top
6 Objectives
10 Ridicule
14 Equality grp.
15 Retarding force
16 Stratford's river
17 Lab class
assignment
19 Philosopher
Descartes
20 Desired object
21 Loathsome
22 Mournful song
23 Massenet work
25 lntellec1Ual
26 Profoundly
disturbing·
29 Surround
completely
31 Carver's tool
33 Befuddlement
34 Turn sharply .
37 M<1kes known
39 Fragrant spray
41 Storm center
42 Rice wine
44 Soviet dictator
45 Household
47 Circumvent
48 Beach
bathhouse
51 Shift options
53 Have life
54 Sound like a
rooster
55 Send off
59 Navel fuzz
60 Easy as ABC
62 Front balcony
63 Isinglass
64 Engaged in
battle
65 Warning sign
66 Once __ a
time ...
67 Walte.d
I

.

DOWN
Freshly
Metered vehicle
Lights out!
Refrigerator
precursor
5 ER lifesaving
action
6 Look up to
7 Shamrock
nation
1
2
3
4

© 2007 Trfbune Media SeNices, Inc.
All rights reserved,

8 Thick head of
hair

9 E. Bilko, e.g.
10
11
12
13
18
22
24
25
26
27
28
30
32
34
35
36
38
40
43

Of the sea
Out in the open
Line dance
Prepare to
propose
_gotcha now!
Mil. runaway
Agreeable
Hedged
puzzles
Parcel of land
Miss Muffet diet
item
Basketball team
Beret or biretta
Andes grazer
Bantu language
In the center of
Hereditary unit
Hit the slopes
Artificial male
voice
Spanish painter
born on Crete

Last.issue solved
52 Wonder
54 Money holder
56 Bryn _ College
57 Teheran land
58 Phoenician port
60 Ratite bird

Proofreading
and copyedltlng services available. ·
E-mail or fax for an estimate
youravlp2@yahoo.com 407-482-8598

BAHAMA SPRING BREAK
FREE NEW TV WITH LEASE
M needed for 4/2 in Pegasus Pointe.
Avail. immediately. Great roommates
and nice location in neighborhood.
$475/mo all util incl. 860-759-4013

Room avall. in The Lofts, pool, gym,
furnished, utll. Incl. tons of parking, 2
story style apt. Avail ASAP.
Call Tricia 407-766-6554:

$189
$239

5-Days/4-Nights
7-Days/6-Nights

Prices include:
Round-trip ·luxury cruise with food.
Accommodations on the island at your
choice of ten resorts.
Free V.1.P. party package upgrade.
APPALACHIA TRAVEL
1-800-867-5018
www.BahamaSun.com
WE WILL BEAT ANY PACKAGE PRICE!
Cancun from $499

Female needed for May 1st to July 31st.
414 at Pegasus Landing! $489/month.
(904)234-5036

Going Home for the Holidays?
Planning Spring Break? Check out
www.slawn.umtravelsite.com for the
lowest rates.
·

Room In a 4/4 at Rlverwlnd Apts. Prvt.
Bath. Shuttle to UCF. Fully Furnished.
$535/mo all Inclusive. Lease ends
July. Call Colin 407-963-0824

BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK
CELEBRITY CRUISE from $3391
Includes Meals; Taxes,
·
Exclusive Parties w/MTV Celebrities.
Cancun, Acapulco, Nassau, Jamaica
From $599! Panama City from $1691
Organize a group and travel FREEi Call
SprlngBreakTravel.com at
1.800.293.1443- or visit
www.sprlngbreaktravel.com
use promo code: na55

1 bedroom in a 4/3
at U House, avallable immediately, 2
minutes from campus, $485/mo, $100
dep, ·furnished, call 904-655-9395

rm

Unlverslty/UCF area
31212,1700 sq.ft. Community pool,screened ,porch, W/D, all appliances.
$1250/mo. Call 321-235-5903

212 $750/mo & 211 $625/mo
Close to UCF Call Matt or Aaron407-380-6000

1

Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3
box contains the
digits 1 through 9
with no repeats.

MIF wanted for furnished 3/2 home
on lake. Gated comm, 6 mlns from
UCF. $600/mo Incl. utn: NIS, no pets,
sec sys, pool & tennis. Avall
Immediately. Call 407-832-8160,
239-461-5101 or 239-633-9400

New 3/2.5 Townhome 1n Winter Spgs. ;
Gated community near Town Center. ·'
W/D and all appliances included.
Call for details (407) 361-9370

1/1 Condo for Rent in Waterford Landing,
Full Appliances. Racket ball quart, Gym,
Comm. Pool, Avail Immediately,
$750/mo, Call 786-355-5615

j

6

•

Unplanned Pregnancy?
Confidential, Compassionate Adoption
Advice. Expenses paid if needed.
Choose Life! Fla. License #1105-002-000
www.AmericaAKidzAdoption.com
727-823-1537 Toll Free 866-525-3057

© Puzzles by Pappocom

l
.....L

8

Futon w/ 8" mat, BRAND NEW, can
deliver. $200 Call 407-831-1322

M/F Roommate wanted. 3/2 house in
Ashington Park, 3 miles from' UCF.
$525/mo. Includes all utilities
407-207-8523 (C)803-361-2281

Rooms for rent in 6 bedroom home.
Behind UCF. lnterneUCable, utilities,
W/D, dishwasher, community pool,
$525/month. Avail.. immediately, or Fall
-Semester lease, call 407-362-7656.

8

mattress set. Brand new. Still In
plastic. Can deliver.
(407)846-8511

Pool Table: 8' professional series
furniture style table, carved legs,
oversized 1" slate, leather pockets. All
BRAND NEW. Retail $4,000; Must sell
$1250. Set-up available. 407-831-1322

Roommate needed for 3/2 in Riverpark
Apts. Nice clean place. Approx .
$450/month including all utilities.
Call John 941-914-2081.

WATERFORD LAKES HO~E FOR RENT
Large 4/2 located on canal. New carpet,
all appl, 3 TVs, available immediately.
Includes lawn care, community pool.
$'595/mo 407-230-9066

5
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. Female roommate needed for 212 Avalon
Park townhome. Non-smoker. 600
includes titil. Available nowll call 407-3841972.

One unfurn. bdrm in 3br/2ba house. HS
wifi, satellite, D/W, W/D, screened porch.
5 min to UCF, off Univ. and Suntree
Blvd. Must be student, N/S, clean, and
quiet. Individual lease, avail. NOW!
$550/month, call 407-678-2482.

3/2 Custom Duplex 2 miles from UCF
1150 sq ft. All appliances included.
No smoking $1200/mo + sec dep.
$40 application fee. 407-359-5001

Place and view ads online anytime at:
SUDO KU

F roommate needed for'cute Avalon Park
212 townhorne. Avail ·now. 600 + half util.
Call 407-384-1972.

Jewelry Lovers, fun job, P!T or Fn: Lia
Sophia fashion jewelry manager looking
for demonstrators. High commission,
earn free jewelry. No exp. necessary.
Visit my website
www.liasophia.com{joanna
Click on "Contact me" or call
Joanna Porter 631-666-6445.

We now have Cilpenings for FT or PT
telephone work calling businesses all
over the country. No exp. necessary.
Flex. hours. Call Jeff,(407) 774-5335.

Solve the Sudoku puzzle and Crossword in every issue!

www.KnightNewspaper~.com/classifieds

Location Location Location!

Need 2 girls to share 4/2 house close to
UCF. $550 incl. cable/internet plus 113
water & elect. For more info: http://searching4roommate .googlepages.com
or call Natalia' 407•782-2375

Start your own mortgage

www.CentralFloridaFuture.com/spotthespoof

Large Mediterranean Style 512.512
car garage. Close to UCF, built In
2001. Screened In pool, tile floors,securlty, surround sound. Must seel
$310K. Call 407-435-1303

In a Custom built gorgeous 5 bdrm
home fully furnished. Resort style
pool, gym, etc. Quiet nelghborhood.12 min from UCF.All utllltles
Included.No contract-$650/mo. each
Couples welcomed. (407)353-5208

Looking for people to hand out flyers.
Must live in Waterford Lakes, UCF,
Oviedo and Winter Springs areas. Up to
$12/hr. Must have own car and cell
phone. 407-276-2881 or 407-359-5901

business for $200. Originate loans in
over 42 states. Generate profits with
your own team. Quick growth, no
license or exp. necessary, pt, will train.
To attend our company overview call
1-888-649-2265.

Spot the Spoof each Monday -and win free pizza!

TWIN RIVERS/OVIEDO
2 Ml FROM UCF SUPER 3/2 +
SCREENED POOL & PORCH. NEWER
KITCHEN, A/C, ROOF, POOL
SURFACE & PAINT. GREAT
SCHOOLS & LOCATION. $309,900.
J OR B SMART. C21 SUNSHINE.
407-658-9146

Large 4/2 needs responsible roommate
to rent out large room. On McCulloch,
$500/mo incl. util, cable, internet. N/S in
house. 407-461-3765
Outback Steakhouse Lake Underhill
Now hiring prep cooks. Hours 8-5.
Apply In person Mon-Thurs 1-3· pm
or cau for an appointment.
407-275-9440

CLASSlflEDS

MISCELLANEOUS

Loving Couple Need an Egg Donor
with dark hair, brown eyes. Ages 21-29
Also need gestational carrier. Ages 25-35.
Please contact Robin 407-963-3390

I
Gated Comm. 2bdrm/2bath condo. All
kitchen appliances & washer dryer.
$160,000.Excel Realty Diane Molaka
407-222-4270
www.excelrealtyonline.com
Gated Community-2bdrm/2bath all new
kit. appliances & washer/dryer
$159,900. Excel Rea'tty Diane Molaka
407-222-4270. Ready Today!

Are you a Comic book fan? Styllnonline
is looking for help with our booth at the
Orlando Mega Con. 2115- 2/18. Work half
a day, play the other half. We provide
your pass plus additional compensation.
Interested? Email
conventionsupport@stylinonlioo.com
by 2/9/07.

GRAB YOUR

COUPON BOOK

in the student union today
or print your coupons oriline at

www.KnightM wspapers.com!

'
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universityhouse.com

Affordable luxury
amenities de~lgn d
araund actual
student life.

''

• 4 Bedroom Plans AvQilable
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• Resort-style Pool
'

• Hi-tech Fitness Center
• Computer Center with High-speed Internet r
• Full-size· Washer\Dryer
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• 24-hour Emergency Maintenance
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CDLLE6E HRTION

• Social Activities Plann.~d by Mav.erl:ck Team

407.277.4007

407 .273.5151

• Visit Website for Full" Amenities List
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• Ful ly Furnished Option
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